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Abstract
This study comprises an investigation of highly reflective thin film for microelectro-mechanical systems (MEMS) consisting of reflective components. For these
applications, the desired film system must have (1) low stress, (2) high specular
reflectivity, (3) improved nano-hardness relative to pure aluminum, (4) compatibility
with traditional semiconductor fabrication techniques. This study is an in depth
investigation of both the specular reflectance and mechanical properties of thin film
reflectors formed by low-thermal (<200°C) processing. Six different aluminum films
(containing Cu, Ti, Cr) were chosen based on extensive literature research. Each film was
characterized by a variety of optical, electrical, and mechanical analytical techniques to
obtain data relating microstructure to the film’s reflectivity and mechanical properties. A
complete dielectric function for each deposited aluminum alloy has been developed
utilizing Drude-Lorentz parameters and effective media approximations (EMA) to
account for film surface topography.
Results show that copper solute addition generate films that maintain much of the
bulk reflectance of pure aluminum while refining surface morphology to create a more
specular surface consisting of smaller, more uniform grains. Electron and atomic force
microscopy and x-ray diffraction studies reveal that copper inclusion into the aluminum
lattice cause both a reduction in the preferred orientation of the film and change in the
lattice parameter. Copper concentrations of 1.0% and above lead to spatial variation in
copper content within the films, with copper precipitating out of solution. Film hardness,
resistivity, and stress increase as a function of copper content, with the absolute
magnitude of stress being acceptable for MEMS applications. The addition of titanium
and chromium to Al-1.0%Cu films cause further microstructure refinement as well as
increased stress, resistivity, and hardness. Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu and Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu
exhibit reflectivity spectra that differ significantly in both inter- and intraband absorption
from that of pure aluminum. The Drude-Lorentz/EMA dielectric function model has been
successfully applied to all alloy films explaining the observed reflectivity and showing an
excellent agreement between measured and Drude resistivity. This study will enable to
model and predict the optical response of thin films in terms of their intrinsic and
extrinsic properties.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation
Micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) provide a uniquely multidisciplinary
field of research, combining disciplines including mechanical, electrical, and computer
engineering, materials science, chemistry, physics, optics, computer science, and biology.
The simplest definition of MEMS is a device fabricated on a micrometer scale combining
both mechanical and electrical functions into a single device

[1]

. MEMS devices are

typically fabricated on a silicon substrate using microfabrication techniques rooted in the
semiconductor industry. MEMS devices can be fabricated via surface processing akin to
electronic device fabrication, or by bulk techniques wherein device structure utilizes the
relatively thick silicon substrate

[2]

. More advanced MEMS devices combine sensing,

actuation, and control circuitry onto the same fabricated chip. Development of the
technology has progressed rapidly through a combination of government, corporate, and
university-level research.

1.1

MEMS: An Emerging Market
In the past decade micro-electro-mechanical systems have become a significant

field of research both at the university level and in the commercial sector. Early
applications were centered in the automotive industries, but recent efforts have shown
significant potential in the display, biomedical and pharmaceutical industries. For the
year 2003, Instat/MDR estimated that revenue for the MEMS industry reached $5.3
billion dollars, a 35.7% year-to-year increase in revenue

[3]

. All current market signals

point to the MEMS industry growing rapidly over the next 5 years as new markets are
-1-

penetrated

[3]

. This pace is sure to quicken as recent advances in optical switching,

chemical and biological sensing, drug delivery, and lab-on-a-chip technologies enter
commercial development.
One of the most promising fields for commercial MEMS success is in reflectiveoptical microsystems. MEMS devices, such as the spatial light modulator produced by
Texas Instruments Inc., and microdisplay devices such as liquid crystal-on-silicon
(LCoS) have become commercially viable devices in the projection display and HighDefinition Television (HDTV) markets

[4-5]

. Digital Light Processing (DLP) has shipped

more than five million units and is approaching $1 billion dollars in annual sales [6].

1.2

Optical Microdisplay Technology
Microdisplay devices such as those shown in Figures 1.1 & 1.2 are fabricated

using surface micromachining techniques in a semiconductor fabrication facility [2]. They
consist of an array of optical elements that reflect or emit visible spectrum radiation,
modulated in a manner used to display digital images. To allow for high device packing
density, they are fabricated directly on top of Complimentary Metal Oxide
Semiconductor (CMOS) circuitry

[4-5]

. The three main types of microdisplays are

summarized in Table 1.1.
Technology
Operating
Mechanism
Advantages

Disadvantages

Digital Light
Processing (DLP)
Micromirror-based
Light Modulation
Good Picture Quality
Excellent Black
Levels
Some Video Noise
"Rainbow Effect"

Liquid Crystal Display
(LCD)
Transmission through
Polarizable Liquid
Crystal Layers
Good Picture Quality
No Motion Artifacts

Liquid Crystal on
Silicon (LCoS)
Liquid Crystal Array
on Reflective
Substrate
Outstanding Picture
Quality

Sub-par Black Levels

Extremely Difficult
to Manufacture

Table 1.1: Summary of Microdisplay Technologies [7]
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Figure 1.1: Profile schematic view of Texas Instruments Inc. Digital Micromirror Device (DMD) [4]

The heart of DLP technology, the Digital Micromirror Device (DMD), contains
an array of individually addressable micromirrors

[8]

. The mirrors are seated on a torsion

hinge and are electrostatically operated. The device integrates conventional, 3-level
metal, CMOS control logic with the 4-level metal mirror superstructure fabricated
through surface micromachining techniques. The net result is a pixel array that provides
excellent brightness and fast response for display applications.

Figure 1.2: Cross-section schematic of a typical Liquid Crystal-on-Silicon device (LCoS) [5]
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LCoS technology also integrates MOS control logic with optical elements on a
single chip. A traditional liquid crystal optical cell is built upon a silicon backplane with a
metallized, highly reflective top surface. The technology combines well-established LCD
technology with a substrate that greatly enhances the optical performance of the device
[5]

.

1.3

MEMS Processing Challenges
From a materials standpoint the integration of MEMS machining and CMOS

control circuitry poses an interesting challenge. The MEMS structure must be built using
a process with a low thermal budget so as not to appreciably alter the operating
characteristics of the CMOS circuitry

[9]

. This limits deposition, annealing, etch, and

patterning processes as well as materials selection. To a greater extent than in
conventional semiconductor processing, materials used in reflective MEMS have to
satisfy not only optical and electrical requirements, but mechanical as well. Optical
output, film stress, mechanical strength, electrical conductivity, chemical stability,
electromigration, and surface topography must all be controlled for successful device
operation. Unfortunately, many of these requirements act in opposition to one another.
For example, to construct an aluminum reflector with reduced thermal conductivity,
transition metals can be added as alloying constituents

[10]

. However, by adding a

transition metal, both the electrical conductivity and the specular reflectance of the
material can be reduced. Pure aluminum is highly reflective throughout the visible
spectrum, but has low mechanical strength and hardness, leading to poor wear resistance
[11]

.
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Traditional visible-spectrum reflectors involve evaporation of reflecting metals
and subsequent covering by passivating films such as SiO2 or MgF2, or may utilize
multilevel dielectric Bragg reflectors

[12]

. In large scale semiconductor manufacturing,

sputtering, in place of evaporation, is employed as the dominant physical vapor
deposition (PVD) method [9]. Sputtering, due to increased gaseous impurity incorporation
into films, has historically had limited use in traditional optical films. Also, many of the
overcoat films either need to be too thick, are too expensive, or have undesirable film
stress qualities for manufacturable MEMS devices

[12]

. Additionally, Bragg reflecting

methods, while capable of reflective output exceeding pure aluminum, are generally
limited in bandwidth and require more deposition steps than are readily manufacturable.
A limited body of work exists on the use of sputtered metal films in high-reflector
applications. Aside from meeting film property requirements, process compatibility, film
stress, and environmental stability are key challenges that must be addressed prior to
introduction of a new material.

1.3.1 Process Compatibility
The integration of MEMS with CMOS forces several difficult restrictions on
MEMS processing. CMOS devices rely on highly specific concentrations of dopant
atoms in silicon at precise locations to provide the desired electrical operating
characteristics

[9]

. Due to diffusion in the silicon, this causes a CMOS device to be

extremely sensitive to the thermal steps involved in device processing. As the MEMS
device is typically fabricated post-CMOS processing, the MEMS process flow is limited
in thermal budget, typically to processing temperatures with a maximum of 600°C.
Additionally, MEMS devices can contain many materials not typically used in
-5-

semiconductor processing such as heavy metals, magnetic materials, exotic composites,
or polymers

[1]

. The introduction of polymeric layers to the MEMS device can push the

thermal budget substantially lower, with restrictive devices having a maximum process
temperature below 200°C. One must also be able to reliably deposit, pattern, and etch
new materials without significant modification to existing process tools.

1.3.2 Residual Film Stress
The nature of the proposed film’s application imparts significant constraints on
the film’s structural properties. Regardless of the reflectivity or hardness of a thin film for
MEMS applications, residual stress must be precisely controlled. Stress is the result of an
imbalance between tension and compression forces acting in a thin film at different
depths in the film

[13]

. They are caused by a variety of means; defects, impurity content,

thermal expansion, and external forces. Too much tensile or compressive stress and
freestanding film members can warp, fracture, sag, or have sacrificial release problems.
There are multiple process parameters that can be altered to control stress levels
in thin sputtered films. Power supplied to the sputter cathode is a controlling factor in ion
flux and ion energies directed at the substrate. Sputter pressure determines the number of
collisions ions undergo prior to reaching the wafer surface. Substrate bias voltage will
have an analogous relationship with ion energy and flux. All of the above parameters and
other process variables such as temperature have been correlated to stress variation in
sputtered films. This will be explained in greater detail in Chapter 2.
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1.3.3 Environmental Stability
With the introduction of new materials to a microfabrication process, the
following question must be asked: How does the material effect the operation of the
device over long periods of time? For mechanical MEMS components, the material must
provide the strength and toughness not to prematurely fatigue or wear-out. The material’s
properties must not change with time, or in expected operating environments. This is
especially crucial for optical elements. Silver is the best pure metallic reflector, but
tarnishes in ambient environments

[14]

. However, aluminum forms a more stable native

oxide at a cost of reduced reflectivity. One could avoid atmospheric corrosion problems
with hermetically sealed device packaging, but with increased manufacturing cost and
complexity

[15]

. Material choices must provide stable performance over a reasonable

operating range of temperature, humidity, atmospheric content, and mechanical shock.
This requires difficult trade-offs to be made between device performance and commercial
manufacturability.

1.4

Organization of Thesis
This thesis is an investigation of low temperature (< 200°C), DC-magnetron

sputter-deposited aluminum thin films. Aluminum was alloyed with transition metal
elements with the goal of increasing the mechanical strength of the film while
minimizing the loss aluminum’s intrinsic high reflectivity via improvements in the
specular nature of the film surface. Pure aluminum, Al/Cu, Al/Ti/Cu, and Al/Cr/Cu films
were deposited on silicon substrates and both specular reflectivity and mechanical film
properties were extracted. The collected data was used to gain insight into the
relationship between intrinsic and extrinsic film properties and microstructure, and the
-7-

resulting effect on the reflectivity as well as electrical and mechanical properties of the
material. Reflectivity data was combined with AFM imaging to create two-layer DrudeLorentz oscillator models for the dielectric function representing the dispersion of each
deposited film.
This thesis is organized with the goal of providing the reader with sufficient
background on the microstructure and properties of aluminum thin films as well as the
fundamentals of the optical behavior of metals. Chapter 2 covers the fundamentals of
sputter deposition and its relationship to stress. It continues to discuss the properties of
aluminum alloys with a brief review of conventional, thin film, aluminum alloys. Chapter
3 discusses the relationship between dispersion, the dielectric function, and a materials
optical output, ultimately leading to a derivation of the Drude-Lorentz model for the
dielectric function of metals. This is followed by a review of past uses of this model
pertaining to aluminum thin films. A review of analytical techniques utilized in this
research is contained in Chapter 4, leading to a discussion of the experimental plan in
Chapter 5. This plan includes deposition methodology, sample preparation, testing
sequences, and the optical modeling strategy employed to the final films. Chapter 6
presents the characterization results for all six sets of films including composition, stress,
microstructure, and nano-indentation analysis. This leads to a discussion of the specular
reflectivity response of each film in Chapter 6. Fitted optical models are presented for
each film as well as a comparison of Drude parameters to measured results in Chapter 7.
Final conclusions for the dataset are presented in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Microstructure of Aluminum Thin Films
Pure aluminum thin films have historically been used in IC circuit manufacturing.
As the introduction of alloying elements forced stringent compositional requirements on
ultra-large scale integration (ULSI) manufacturing, sputter deposition became the
dominant thin film metallization technique [1].

2.1 Sputter Deposition Fundamentals
Sputter deposition is the process by which a sustained glow discharge is used to
strike a target of the desired film concentration with energetic ions. Target atoms are
dislodged from the surface, or sputtered, and deposit on a substrate. The operation of a
magnetron sputtering system is shown in Fig. 2.1:

Figure 2.1: Diagram of a Magnetron Sputter System [2]
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The target material is placed on the cathode, and the substrate to be coated is
placed on the anode. A large voltage, typically greater than 100V, is placed across the
anode and cathode which are under vacuum in the range of 1-100 mTorr, usually in an
argon ambient

[3]

. Free electrons in the chamber collide with the cathode or neutral gas

atoms, causing ionization events that lead to the formation of a sustained glow discharge.
Note that during deposition, the substrate may be grounded, floating, or biased to a
specific voltage. Ionized gas atoms strike the target material on the cathode, ejecting
atoms of the desired material. These atoms condense on the substrate located on the
anode, eventually forming a continuous thin film. The system shown in Fig. 2.1 is a
magnetron direct current (DC) sputtering system, using a system of magnets underneath
the sputter target to confine free electrons near the cathode due to Lorentz forces [3]. This
increases ionization efficiency, increasing discharge current and sputter deposition rates,
making magnetron sputtering systems the most popular deposition tools for metallic
elements

[3]

. The magnetic field sources are typically large bar or horseshoe magnets.

Other types of sputter configurations include DC diode or triode systems and radio
frequency (RF) sputter systems.
During deposition, incident target species strike the wafer surface and form
growth islands. These islands nucleate and grow independent of one another until the
grains merge and growth continues in a columnar manner. Growth continues upward,
forming textured grains bounded by impurity precipitates at grain boundaries

[4]

. This

generally results in a polycrystalline film structure. Sputter deposition allows for
excellent adhesion, controlled alloy composition, and substantial control over both
intrinsic and extrinsic film microstructure. Variable parameters during sputter deposition
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include applied power, pressure, gas flow, substrate temperature, and substrate bias
conditions.

2.2 Stress in Sputtered Thin Films
All thin films have some form of stress. In broad terms, stress is defined as a
mechanical force acting on an object that causes a strain. In reference to thin films, the
stress field tends to vary with depth into the film, leading to uneven forces on top and
bottom surfaces of the film. Thus thin films tend to expand or contract relative to the
substrate. If the film wants to contract, causing concave curvature of the wafer, the stress
is called tensile. If the film is expanding relative to the substrate, the stress is
compressive. The two types of stress are demonstrated in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3.

Fig. 2.2: Wafer Cross-section Demonstrating
Compressive Stress

Fig. 2.3: Wafer Cross-section Demonstrating
Tensile Stress

Elevated levels of stress can lead to significant problems in IC fabrication including film
delamination, cracking, voiding, and interconnect shorts. In MEMS processing, elevated
stress levels are even more destructive, causing bowing or curling of free standing
mechanical structures.
There are two main components to stress [1]:
(2.1)

σ = σ external + σ residual
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External stress is caused by a variety of different sources including internal
stresses in adjacent thin films, processing tools, or by substrate deformation [1]. In MEMS
devices, external stresses may be intentionally introduced in thin films for actuation by
thermal, electrical, or chemical means. However, for a film deposited on a wafer under no
external load, residual stress is the more important parameter.
Residual stress has two different components, thermal and “other”. Thermal stress
is caused by the difference in coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) between adjacent
films or films and the substrate. Accordingly, the magnitude of this component of stress
is dependant on the temperature of deposition and the temperature of measurement. In
many metallic thin films, thermal stress is the dominant component of Eq. 2.1. “other”
stress components are much more difficult to quantify, remaining with no external load,
and is present across multiple temperatures. They are not completely understood and are
highly dependant on thickness, deposition rate, temperature, ambient pressure, and
substrate condition. Table 2.1 summarizes the general trends for stress during sputter
deposition [5].

“Compressive”
Negative
Low
Low
High
Normal
Oblique
Cylindrical
High

Variable
Substrate Bias
Gas Pressure
Gas Atomic Mass
Target Atomic Mass
Angle of Deposition
Angle of Emission
Target Shape
Cathode Power
Magnetron Parameter
Substrate Proximity
Substrate Motion
Reactive Contamination

“Tensile”
Positive
High
High
Low
Oblique
Normal
Planar
Low

Table 2.1: Effect of Deposition Parameters on Stress. Adapted from [5]
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Hoffman demonstrated that deposition power and gas pressure can be employed
to control stress levels in metallic thin films

[5]

. Films deposited at a high rate, i.e. high

power, with low argon partial pressure are compressive in nature. These films have the
lowest surface roughness and the highest specular reflectivity [5]. Films deposited slowly
at elevated pressures produce tensile stress and increased gaseous impurity concentration
in the final film

[3]

. For freestanding MEMS applications, power, pressure, and other

parameters such as substrate bias must be optimized to deposit stress-neutral films.

2.3 Microstructure of Aluminum Thin Films
It is important to note that microstructure is not the same as crystal structure.
Crystal structure is related to the constitution of the material, the relationship between
unit cell and crystal spacing. Microstructure is defined by the relationship between
crystalline grains and grain size. It includes both intrinsic and extrinsic components.
Intrinsic microstructure includes within-grain parameters such as grain composition and
free electron concentration. Extrinsic microstructure primarily concerns the size, shape,
and orientation of grains as well as the topography of the deposited film.
Extrinsic Microstructure

Intrinsic Microstructure
-

- Grain Composition
Free Electron Concentration

-

- Grain Size
Grain Distribution (Size & Shape)
- Phases Present
- Surface Topography
- Substrate-Film Topography
- Preferred Grain Orientation

Table 2.2: Intrinsic and Extrinsic Microstructure Parameters

As highlighted by Table 2.2, both inherent chemical composition and the manner
in which polycrystalline film grains grow together affect the resulting microstructure of
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the film. Consequently, in a sputtered thin film, final, measurable film properties depend
on a number of different factors. These factors include machine design, process
parameters, substrate conditions, composition, and film microstructure

[6]

. Sputtered

aluminum typically has a polycrystalline structure comprised of crystalline grains
separated by grain boundaries of differing composition and orientation [7]. Aluminum has
a face-centered cubic (FCC) structure. The grains in sputtered aluminum have a preferred
(111) crystal orientation normal to the wafer surface. The (111) direction is along the
body diagonal of the FCC cube. Fig. 2.4 shows the evolution from islands to a contiguous
film for Al-Cu during sputter deposition.

Figure 2.4: SEM of Al/Cu Film During Growth [8]

The structure of a metallic thin film can be described by the standard zone
diagram (SZD), shown below in Fig. 2.5

[3]

. The SZD relates temperature and process

pressure for a metallic coating. Sputtered films typically reside in either Zone 1 or Zone
T. Zone 1 consists of fibrous, but porous, films that typically demonstrate tensile stress.
Grains are columnar, but separated by voids. Zone T films are hard, dense, and fibrous in
nature [3].
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Figure 2.5: Standard Zone Diagram for Metallic Thin Films [3]

The resultant film texture primarily determines the resultant optical, mechanical,
and electrical properties of the film system. Research has shown that microstructuredependant film properties are dependant on the underlying film topography [9-10], residual
gas content [6, 11], film surface roughness [9, 12], and most important from a material design
standpoint, alloying constituents

[7, 11, 13]

. Microstructure-dependant film properties are

listed in Table 2.3:
Optical
-

Mechanical

Reflectivity/Transmission
- Surface Roughness
- Absorbance
- Dielectric Function

-

Hardness
Film Stress

Table 2.3: Measurable Film Properties by Type
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Electrical
-

Conductivity
- Work Function
- Dielectric
Function

2.3.1 Aluminum Properties
Aluminum is one of the more common materials for both macroscopic
engineering uses and in microelectronics. Its uses range from aircraft structural members
to beverage cans to thin film IC interconnects. Aluminum’s properties as well as the
properties of a common alloy are listed in Table 2.4.

Bulk Properties
Mass
Density
Electronic Configuration
Unit Cell
Lattice Parameter
Vickers Hardness
Brinell Hardness
Modulus of Elasticity
Shear Modulus
Tensile Strength
Elongation at Break
Poisson's Ratio
Electrical Resistivity
Thermal Expansion
Coefficient (20°C)
Thermal Conductivity
Melting Point

Pure Aluminum 1XXX
Series
26.981 g/mol
2.7 g/cm3
3s2 3p1
FCC
0.404958 nm
15
12 - 31
62 - 70 GPa
25 GPa
10 - 110 MPa
50%
0.35
2.7 uΩ

Al/2.2% (wt.) Cu 2117 T4
Grade
No Data
2.75 g/cm3
3s2 3p1
FCC
No Data
81
70
71 GPa
27 GPa
165 MPa
27%
0.33
4.32 uΩ

24 um/m-°C
210 W/m-K
660.4°C

23.8 um/m-°C
154 W/m-K
554 - 649°C

Table 2.4: Bulk Aluminum Properties. Collected from [14-15]

Table 2.4 shows that mechanical and electrical properties necessitate tradeoffs in film
properties. Al-Cu is much harder and has a higher tensile strength than pure aluminum,
but at a cost of decreased electrical and thermal conductivity. The key mechanical,
electrical, and optical properties of aluminum are discussed in brief in the following
subsections.
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2.3.1.1 Mechanical Properties
While a common engineering material, aluminum is also one of the weakest. As is
evident by the low melting point of 660°C, aluminum has inferior thermodynamic
stability in general and is particularly undesirable for thin film applications at elevated
temperatures. It is a soft, ductile metal, easily formed and worked

[14]

. Aluminum has

relatively low hardness for an engineering metal and no true endurance limit, thus it has
limited wear resistance and is subject to fatigue. It has excellent corrosion resistance due
to the self-limiting alumina coating it forms immediately upon exposure to atmosphere.
Aluminum also demonstrates excellent thermal conductivity.

2.3.1.2 Electrical Properties
For metals and alloys, electrical conduction can be described via two rules,
Matthiessen’s and Nordheim’s. Matthiessen’s rule was originally put forth for bulk
metals, but has been confirmed for thin films as well. It states that the various scattering
processes for electrons that contribute to resistivity are independent and are additive [3].
(2.2)

ρ tot = ρ thermal + ρ impurity + ρ defect

Thus net resistivity consists of the sum of thermal, impurity, and defect components.
Thermal resistivity comes from electrons scattering off of phonon vibrations in the
lattice, increasing linearly with temperature. Other resistivity components include
scattering from sites such as impurities occupying lattice or interstitial sites, lattice
defects, vacancies, grain boundaries, and relative differences in atomic valence [3]. These
components of resistivity are independent of temperature.
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Fig. 2.6: Mathiessen’s Rule for Resistivity [3]

Aluminum adheres to Mathiessen’s rule with a positive temperature coefficient of
resistivity, and substantial documented increases in resistivity for impurities, intentional
or non-intentional as well as defects induced during sputter deposition [15].
Nordheim’s rule describes the resistivity of an alloy with respect to the
concentration of each element. In nearly all cases, the resistivity of any alloy of two
materials will be greater than the individual resistivity of the individual components of
the alloy

[1]

. Theoretically, it is possible for an alloy that forms a stoichiometric

intermetallic to have a lower resistivity than the components with the intermetallic
forming its own lattice structure, but this has been exceedingly rare in practice

[16]

. In

most cases, intermetallics behave like ceramics, with the total resistivity of the system
acting as a network of resistors for each grain, grain boundary, and intermetallic in the
alloy. This is true for aluminum alloy systems.

2.3.1.3 Optical Properties
Aluminum is a FCC metal with a band structure that is similar in shape to free
electron bands [16]. This results in high reflectivity throughout the visible spectrum that is
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marked by an absorption band at 800 nm, shown for reference purposes in Fig. 2.7. It
provides the second highest reflectivity throughout the visible spectrum for a pure metal,
with the highest being silver.

Aluminum Reflectivity
0.98
0.96

Reflection

0.94
0.92
0.90
0.88
0.86
200

400

600
800
Wavelength (nm)

1000

1200

Figure 2.7: Theoretical Aluminum Reflectance, From Palik [17]

Provided low values for surface roughness, aluminum maintains its reflectivity well into
the UV spectrum, with an absorption edge around 80-90 nm

[17]

. Additionally, infrared

(IR) reflectivity is above 95% for a wide range of wavelengths. The self-limiting native
oxide does not significantly harm reflectivity in the visible spectrum, but it is extremely
difficult to obtain a sample for testing without the native oxide layer as it is formed
immediately upon breaking deposition vacuum. Aluminum has a valence of three
electrons, supporting the high conductivity and reflectivity of the material [14]. In practice,
the effective free electron concentration per atom of the material will be less than 3 due to
defects in the deposited film.
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2.3.2 Dependence of Microstructure on Sputter Parameters
One of the key advantages to sputter deposition is the control it allows over final
film properties. The design of the deposition tool, the chosen process parameters, the
parameters of the glow discharge in the chamber, and the condition of the substrate
combine to determine the microstructure of the deposited film. This is summarized in
Fig. 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Summary of Sputter Parameters having Impact on Film Microstructure. Adapted from [6]

The most significant variable parameters available in the tool used for this study are
power, pressure, substrate topography, and temperature. Substrate biasing is an
additional, important, process variable that gives additional control over stress and
impurity content in films.
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Films deposited at low pressure and high power tend to form structures that are
very densely packed containing fibrous grains with low ductility

[3]

. This is due to the

enhanced energy and directionality of atoms in the vapor phase. Atomic peening, or
packing via gas atoms colliding with the growing film, ensures the high density of the
film, typically along with compressive stress levels [1]. The high rate of deposition causes
relatively low levels of gas impurity incorporation into the film. Grains tend to be small,
with domed surface topography and low levels of surface roughness [3]. Conversely, films
deposited at high pressure and low power contain less dense, larger grains, with higher
film defectivity and gaseous impurity incorporation. These films exhibit tensile stress. In
general, high deposition rates promote good electrical conductivity and specular
reflectivity [3].
The effect of temperature on microstructure is related to how close the deposition
temperature is to the melting point of the deposited material

[3]

. The higher the

temperature, the more adatom mobility deposited atoms have during deposition. This
results in larger grains that have a smoother surface, but with a tendency for facets to
grow between grains. At lower temperatures, the film is much denser, with surface
roughness a function of film thickness [1].
Both the crystal structure and topography of the substrate affect the structure of
the deposited thin film. Onoda et al. determined that the roughness of the underlying
substrate was transferred to sputtered aluminum thin films and manifested itself in the
reflectivity of the film

[9]

. Additionally, depositions completed of identical films onto

different substrate materials result in varying grain size, resistivity, stress, and hardness
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[18]

. The crystal orientation of the underlying substrate can also alter the preferred grain

orientation of sputtered films [3].

2.4 Aluminum Alloys
Pure aluminum thin films demonstrate outstanding reflectivity, over 90%
throughout the visible spectrum

[8]

. It has both high thermal and electrical conductivity.

However pure aluminum has several undesirable mechanical characteristics. These
include low hardness, no true endurance limit, and poor high temperature operation. This
leads to poor wear resistance and fatigue. As a result, aluminum is rarely used in a pure
form. Fortunately, aluminum responds extremely well to strengthening alloy additions
such as silicon, copper, and titanium, materials that are common to the semiconductor
industry

[19]

. These alloying elements increase hardness, elastic modulus, and tensile

strength at a cost of reduced thermal and electrical conductivity. Significant experimental
data exists on the effect of alloying elements on the conductivity of sputtered aluminum
films [11, 20,

21]

.

It is well documented in macro-scale applications that aluminum responds well to
mechanical strengthening via alloy addition

[7]

. Common alloying elements include

copper, zinc, and manganese. Silicon is used as an alloying element as well, supplying
modest strength increases while maintaining much of pure aluminum’s high ductility.
From the phase diagrams show in Figs. 2.9-2.11, the solid solubility of transition metal
elements in aluminum is quite low, less than 1% at low temperatures. As a result, the
strengthening mechanism provided by alloying constituents relies mainly on dispersion
strengthening, not solid-solution.
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Figure 2.9: Al-Cu Phase Diagram
[22]

Figure 2.10: Al-Ti Phase Diagram
[22]

Figure 2.11: Al-Cr Phase Diagram
[22]

Further confirmation of the relative insolubility of the above elements in aluminum
comes from the Hume-Rothery rules for solid solutions

[7]

. The rules were designed to

determine if a solute element will form a complete solid solution in the host material. The
rules are as follows:
-

A solute atom differing more than 15% in atomic size from the host is unlikely to
dissolve in the metal.

-

Large differences in electronegativity do not support solubility.

-

Large differences in valence electrons make complete solubility unlikely.

-

Crystal structure must be the same

The following table compares the necessary parameters for Hume-Rothery solubility.

Element
Aluminum
Copper
Chromium
Titanium

Atomic
Raduis
(nm)
0.125
0.145
0.166
0.176

Difference
from
Aluminum (%)
16
32.8
40.8

Valence
3
1,2
2,3,6
4

Electronegativity
1.61
1.9
1.66
1.54

Crystal
Structure
FCC
FCC
BCC
HCP

Table 2.5: Hume-Rothery Comparison of Selected Elements with Aluminum [14]

All of the materials in Table 2.5 fail at least two Hume-Rothery rules, indicating that
complete solubility is unlikely.
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Dispersion strengthening relies on the formation of intermetallic compounds
either in the interior of grains or at the boundaries between grains. Intermetallic
compounds have physical properties that are very similar to ceramics

[7]

. Hartsough et a.

and Klynera et al demonstrated that transition metal alloying typically results in more
uniform, smaller grains than pure aluminum in thin films deposited both via evaporation
and sputter deposition [11, 18]. A secondary benefit of transition metal alloying in sputtered
thin films would be a reduction in root-mean-square (RMS) surface roughness [18]. RMS
values are analogous to the standard deviation and are given by:

(2.3)

RMS =

1 i
∑ ( xi − x ) 2
L i=0

Where L is the length of the measurement line, xi is the ith vertical point, and x-bar is the
average height of all points in the dataset. Simply, the RMS value is the standard
deviation of all points measured by the AFM relative to a plane of the average height of
the surface. It provides an adequate method of comparing surface topography over
different surfaces.
However, as-deposited sputtered films do not adhere to the traditional solid
solubility rules for alloys. The rapid transition from the vapor to solid phase for sputtered
atoms acts as a rapid quenching mechanism that creates non-equilibrium solid solutions.
Accordingly, as-deposited sputtered films with transition metal alloying typically result
in metastable, super-saturated grains [20, 23]. Annealing is required for phase separation of
stoichiometric intermetallic precipitates in sputtered alloy thin films

[20]

. Standard

semiconductor processing contains sufficient thermal steps post-deposition to cause
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phase separation, but this is not the case for an ultra low-thermal MEMS process. As a
result, the mechanical performance of as-deposited films will be a more complicated
relationship between super-saturated grains and grain boundary interaction.

Figure 2.12: AFM of evaporated Al [18]
RMS Roughness: 0.7 – 0.8 nm
Grain Size: 100 nm

Figure 2.13: AFM of evaporated Al-4%Cu [18]
RMS Roughness: 0.1 – 0.3 nm
Grain Size: 50 nm

Alloying of aluminum increases the creep, hillock, and the electromigration
resistance of sputtered films

[23-24]

. Hillocks are stress-induced protrusions from

polycrystalline thin films. The reported mechanism that causes this change would be the
intermetallic dispersion at grain boundaries increasing the barrier energy for diffusion,
slip dislocation, and mass transport across grain boundaries. Elastic modulus, while
predominantly microstructure-independent, would increase 1-5% as well due to the
change chemical composition of the film [15].
Substantial research on sputtered aluminum alloys has been completed in the
semiconductor and optical coating industries. Research from the optical coating industry
is less useful as most high quality mirrors are deposited via evaporation, and sputtered
films are usually used in large mirror applications in pure form [25].
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2.4.1 Semiconductor Industry
Little experimental data exists on the alloying of aluminum for the purpose of
low-thermal MEMS applications, but significant data exists on the resistance of sputtered
aluminum to creep and electromigration as well as in bond pad applications

[23, 24, and 26]

.

The work centers on three primary alloying compositions used in ULSI manufacturing,
Al/1-2%Si, Al/0.5-4%Cu, and Al/1%Si/0.5%Cu. The incorporation of silicon into
aluminum films has shown to both progressively degrade electromigration resistance via
the formation of silicon precipitates, and to provide hardness levels lower than similar
Al/Cu films

[18-19]

. It has also been shown that Al/Cu alloys have increased hardness

relative to pure sputtered-aluminum thin films.

Figure 2.14: Hardness vs. Copper Content in Sputtered Aluminum [26]

However, Fig. 2.14 shows that the hardness versus copper content does not follow a
linear trend, with a measured hardness peak between 1-2% wt. copper. Nguyen et al.
indicated that further increases to copper content had a much reduced effect on film
hardness [23]. This was reported by Kylnera et al. as well [18].

Table 2.6: Al/Cu Film Study – Atomic Composition [18]
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Table 2.6 highlights the significant differences between Al/Si/Cu films and Al/Cu
films. Al/Cu has smaller average grain size, a 10 percent increase in reflectivity, as well
as more than a 25% increase in measured hardness. There is also a relationship between
film hardness and grain size with substrate material. Comparable films deposited on
borophosphosilicate glass and Ti/TiN substrates demonstrated large differences in the
average size of grains and a 20% reduction in hardness. Several other sources reported
that variations in the underlying barrier metal or the difference in topography between
thermal SiO2 and chemical vapor deposited tetra-ethyl-ortho-silicate (TEOS) significantly
altered the surface topography and grain distribution of the resulting film [9, 27].
Literature on the reflectivity of aluminum alloys primarily is centered on the
control of reflectance for lithography patterning operations and to correlate reflectivity to
surface roughness and subsequent electromigration failure

[9, 11-12, 21]

. The Drude-Lorentz

optical model was designed for perfectly smooth films. However, experimental results
have shown that there is a significant relationship between reflection loss and the surface
roughness of the film.

Figure 2.15: Reflectance as a Function of Surface Roughness for Al-Si-Cu [28]
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Surface roughness causes light scattering off of the film surfaces, making the
reflection less specular in nature, shown in Fig. 2.15. Data has been reported linking
variation in surface topography and reflectance with deposition rate, deposition
temperature, film thickness, and alloying elements. All reported results linked higher
specular reflectivity with reduced root-mean-square (RMS) surface roughness [9, 12]. High
specular reflectance is linked to a smooth, large grained film

[18]

. Correspondingly,

hillock suppression in sputtered aluminum films is extremely important in producing
specular film surfaces. Common techniques for hillock suppression in IC fabrication
include cladding the film with stiff overlayers, which masks aluminum’s reflectance, or
by alloying with transition metals [23].

Figure 2.16: Reflectance vs. Film Composition [11]

Figure 2.17: Reflectance vs. Film Composition
[21]

Hartsough et al. and Kamoshida et al. reported reflectivity data at a fixed
wavelength for a number of different compositions of aluminum, copper, and silicon
15]

[11,

. There is a distinct reduction in specularity as the thickness is increased, directly a

result of increased surface roughness. Reflectance also decreases with increased silicon
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content. Somewhat surprisingly, aluminum-copper is reported as having a larger specular
reflectance value than pure aluminum. The grains of an Al-Cu alloy are smaller, but RMS
roughness is much lower than pure aluminum or alloying with silicon. Additionally, the
propensity of silicon to form large precipitate compounds at moderately elevated
temperatures that are found in semiconductor processing adversely affects film
reflectivity [9].
As with the above discussion of the mechanical properties of sputtered aluminum
thin films, substrate topography is a significant factor in determining thin film
reflectivity. Spinler et al. reported that the reflectivity of an Al-Cu thin film was reduced
15% by changing the substrate from titanium to Ti/TiN

[29]

. Onoda et al. reported

aluminum thin films deposited on PECVD TEOS demonstrated 50% less specular
reflectance than identical films on thermal SiO2, a substrate with significantly lower
surface roughness [9].

2.4.2 Optical Disc Industry
Considerable research on aluminum alloys has been performed in the optical disc
industry, with vastly different requirements than the semiconductor industry. Aluminum
alloys are used for reflective layers in discs for digital media applications. Compact discs
and digital video discs function by reading a laser reflection off a patterned dye on a
reflective thin film encased in polycarbonate. This imparts a significant thermal load on
the metallic reflecting layer which becomes problematic as data density increases on the
disc. As a result, the optimal metal alloys for this application maintain extremely high
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reflectivity with low thermal conductivity

[20]

. This is accomplished using aluminum

alloyed with various transition metal elements.

Figure 2.18: Measured Al-Cr & Al-Ti Reflectance [20]

Wolgens et al. demonstrated that aluminum could be alloyed with significant
amounts of titanium or chromium without sacrificing much of pure aluminum’s high
reflectance [20]. Fig. 2.18 shows the change in the dielectric functions as solute percentage
increases in the alloy film along with a resulting decrease in film reflectivity. Note that
moderate levels of titanium and chromium appear to eliminate the aluminum inter-band
transition at 800 nm. Woltgens also reported that the alloys are thermally stable to over
200°C without measurable phase separation between the aluminum grains and the
intermetallic compounds. While mechanical film properties were not reported in this
publication, it has been reported by Armstrong et al. that titanium additions to aluminum
demonstrate similar characteristics to copper in reducing electromigration in interconnect
thin films, indicating similar grain boundary refinement
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[19]

. Phase separation also has a

significant effect on optical and electrical properties. Woltgens et al. discussed this with
reference to Al-Ti and Al-Cr

[20]

. The as-deposited films were highly reflective, but

suffered substantial reductions in electrical conductivity. Upon annealing and phase
separation, much of the lost conductivity of the film was recovered with respect to pure
aluminum films at a cost of slightly reduced specular reflectance. Additional X-ray
diffraction peaks for intermetallic phases were detected post anneal.

2.5 As-Deposited Aluminum Alloy Characteristics
Sputtered aluminum alloys do not have a phase composition that is in equilibrium
without further heat treatment. In a typical semiconductor process, the film is annealed in
an argon or forming gas atmosphere post-deposition. In low-thermal MEMS processing,
this anneal may not be possible. As a result, non-annealed aluminum alloy films can have
distinctly different properties than stable or dispersion strengthened thin films. The lack
of dispersion strengthening at grain boundaries will cause a reduction in hardness relative
to an annealed film

[7]

. Fortunately, this may occur with an improved tensile strength

relative to the annealed alloy. The grains will be smaller, and the film will have a higher
stress level as the film has not been subjected to a large enough thermal load for
significant grain growth [3].
As discussed in section 2.3.1.2, film resistivity is still the sum of impurity, defect,
and thermal components for the metastable alloy. The supersaturated level of solute in the
metastable aluminum grains increases the defect and impurity contributions to resistivity,
resulting in lower conductivity than reported values for aluminum thin films

[20]

. Upon

anneal, this resistivity would improve regardless of the ceramic-like nature of
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intermetallic particles as the film grains would be nearly pure

[20]

. The annealed grains

contain less than 1.0% solute in a stable film.
As aluminum is alloyed with other elements, the fundamental energy band
structure changes. The energy at which inter-band transitions occur can shift or new
transition bands can arise as the concentration of the alloying element increases

[16, 20]

.

Impurity atoms in the crystal lattice act as trap sites, reducing the free-electron
concentration in the polycrystalline grains. Intermetallic compounds at the grain
boundaries further reduce the free electron conductivity of the sample. The reflectivity of
the film will generally decrease as a function of increasing solute concentration

[20]

.

However, it should be possible to use increased solute concentrations to strike a balance
between the reduced free electron reflectivity, reduced surface roughness, and the
weakened interband transition in aluminum to enhance reflectivity over the visible
spectrum. Upon anneal, roughness may increase due to stress relief and grain growth, and
the interband transition should strengthen as the film separates into aluminum-rich
regions, solute-rich regions, and intermetallic compounds [20].
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Chapter 3

Combined Surface & Bulk Optical Modeling
Man has been fascinated with the visual appearance of metals, luster and color,
for thousands of years. Their study dates back 4000 years to the Chinese, but the
quantitative study of the interaction of radiation with various materials did not begin in
earnest until the last 2 centuries. Research began with the study of measurable,
macroscopic phenomena that could be seen from light’s interaction with various
materials. Drude and Lorentz built upon this foundation, realizing that study of the
relationship between light and matter and is a study of the interaction between light and
valence electrons in the material

[1]

. This resulted in atomistic, and eventually quantum,

models with the ability to relate the optical and electrical properties of any material.
Early in the study of light and matter, it was discovered that the angle of incidence
changed for radiation traveling from an optically thin medium to an optically dense
minimum. This relationship, quantified by Snell’s law, introduced the concept of
refractive index

[1]

. The refractive index is a material property defined by the ratio of the

speed of light in a vacuum to the speed of light in the material. As the speed of light is in
most practical cases greater than the speed in a material, the magnitude of the refractive
index is greater than 1. While insulators demonstrate refractive indices that are real, the
index is complex for many types of materials such as metals and polymers:

(3.1)

n~ = n − iˆk
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“n” is referred to as the real refractive index, and “k” is called the damping constant or
the extinction coefficient [1]. “k” is related to the ability of a material to absorb light. Both
“n” and “k” are dependant on the wavelength of incident radiation, a property called a
material’s dispersion. When a plane polarized wave reaches the interface of an absorbing
material, the transmitted intensity of the wave, “T”, is exponentially damped to 1/e by the
following relationship:

(3.2)

I
=e
T=
I0

−4πk

λ

z

Where “I0” is the intensity of the incident wave, “I” is the intensity at depth “z”, “z” is the
depth into the material, and λ is the wavelength of the incident wave. The quantity λ/4πk
is referred to as the characteristic penetration depth, and its inverse the absorbance. The
penetration depth is very small for materials such as metals, and vary large for insulating
materials.
However, while “n” and “k” encompass the optical performance of a material,
they are not particularly useful in determining the electronic interactions that are the
underlying cause of optical response. This is especially true for the complex response of
metals. As a result, optical properties are parameterized by the relative dielectric
function. The relative dielectric function is based in the study of electrical capacitance,
providing a measure of the charge storage capability [1]. It is defined by the relationship
between electric field displacement and polarization. This will be discussed in further
detail in the following section. Like the index of refraction, the relative dielectric function
is a complex quantity:
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(3.3)

ε~ = ε 1 − iˆε 2

ε1 is called the polarization dielectric function, related to the ability of a material to form

an electric dipole under an electric field. ε2 is called the absorption product. The relative
dielectric function can be related to the index of refraction by the following equations [1]:
(3.4)

n 2 − k 2 = ε1

(3.5)

2nk = ε 2

Thus both components of the relative dielectric function will be highly dependant on
wavelength. Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5 provide a basis for linking the optical characteristics of
reflectivity, transmission, and absorption with the electronic characteristics of
conductivity, carrier concentrations, and dielectric response.

3.1 Reflection, Transmission, and Absorption
Electromagnetic (EM) radiation incident on a material surface can do one of three
things; the intensity can be reflected, transmitted, or absorbed. The reflectivity of a
material at normal incidence is related to “n” and “k” from Fresnel’s equations assuming
air as the incidence medium:

(3.6)

(n − 1) 2 + k 2
R=
(n + 1) 2 + k 2

Materials that exhibit heavy absorption i.e. have very small penetration depths, tend to
have extremely high reflectivity. Transmission is defined by the portion of intensity of
incident radiation that is present at the material’s back interface. Insulators, with
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extinction coefficients that are approximately zero, transmit most of the radiation. All
other incident radiation that is not reflected or transmitted is absorbed, usually in the form
of transfer to phonon vibrations or heat [1].
From an atomistic or quantum mechanical point of view, all interactions between
radiation and matter are due to absorption processes. Absorption effects in solids include
electron band-to-band transitions, electron intra-band transitions, exciton coupling,
phonon interactions, and impurity based absorption

[2]

. For metals, the electronic modes

are most important. The atomist view of metals stated that most valence electrons in
metals were free, behaving like unbound oscillators damped by lattice scattering

[1]

.

Insulators did not demonstrate the effect of these free electrons, but demonstrated
oscillating modes at much higher frequencies. These were determined to act like bound
oscillators, again damped by lattice interactions [1].
Unfortunately, this theory did not explain how electrons could behave as if bound
at high frequencies, and free at lower frequencies. A wave-mechanics treatment is needed
to fully understand the phenomena. Electrons in solids form energy bands, and the
absorption mechanisms are explained by electrons hopping among the bands. Free
electron absorption is caused by intraband transitions. Metals contain partially filled
conduction bands. Incident photons may cause electrons to move to free states within the
same band without being quantized [1]. This requires relatively small amounts of energy,
thus is active in the IR. Intraband absorption is not observed in insulators as the energy
bands are either completely filled or unfilled. Higher frequency, thus higher energy
absorption, is explained by interband absorption
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[1]

. Interband absorption occurs as

photon excitation causes electrons to migrate to a higher energy band. The existence of
specific energy gaps between bands suggests the bound-oscillator nature of interband
transitions. The two types of band transitions are shown below in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2.

Figure 3.1: Representative Intraband Transition [1]

Figure 3.2: Representative Interband Transition [1]

Highly reflective materials have a large intraband component and a very small
penetration depth. This ensures that the material does not have the ability to dissipate the
incident wave as heat or phonon absorption. Highly transmitting materials have no
intraband component and a very large penetration depth, providing much less transfer of
energy to the material via absorption processes [1].

3.2 Relative Dielectric Function and the Lorentz-Drude Model
Deep infra-red (IR) radiation adheres to the classical understanding of radiation
quite well. For wavelengths below the IR spectrum, an atomistic or quantum mechanical
treatment of dispersion is needed. For aluminum with its high reflectivity and
characteristic absorption band near 800 nm, it requires both inter- and intraband
transitions

[3-5]

. There are 2 known, large interband transitions near the visible range of
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the spectrum at ~0.5 eV and ~1.6 eV

[6]

. This makes fitting the dielectric function of the

material more difficult over a wide range compared to metals such as silver.
The following two subsections contain derivations for the atomistic Lorentz and
Drude oscillations based on Hummel’s text [1]. While this model is not explicitly derived
in terms of inter- and intraband transitions, the atomist form has proven useful in
experimentation

[7]

. In fact, the derived general form for quantum band transitions is

similar to the general Lorentz oscillator form. For the below derivations, two starting
points must be clarified. First the EM wave is plane polarized and can be represented by
the following form:
(3.7)

E = E0 exp(iωt )

Where E0 is the maximum field strength, “t” is the time, and ω is the angular frequency.
Second, the dielectric function can be represented in the following way [1]:

(3.8)

D = εε 0 E

(3.9)

D = ε0E + P

(3.10) ε = 1 +

P
ε0E

“D” is the electric field displacement, “P” is the dielectric polarization, and ε0 is the
permittivity of free space. The dielectric polarization is the induced electric dipole
moment per unit volume. The dipole moment is simply the charge on an electron
multiplied by the distance between the two charges in the dipole.
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3.2.1 Drude Atomistic Model
Drude came up with the first atomistic representation in the early 20th century. He
hypothesized that many electrons in solids were free from atomic nuclei and could
respond to electric fields. The electrons were treated as oscillating particles damped in an
alternating electric field. The damping arises from the reduction of electron velocity by
collisions in a non-ideal lattice caused by interstitial atoms, vacancies, impurity atoms,
dislocations, grain boundaries, and thermal motion [1].
The general equation for a damped electron excited to perform forced harmonic
vibrations under the influence of light is:

(3.11) m

d 2x
dx
+γ
= qE 0 exp(iωt )
2
dt
dt

“m” is the effective electron mass, “x” the electron displacement, “q” the charge on an
electron, and γ the damping which is given by:

(3.12) γ =

N f q2

σ0

Nf is the number of free electrons per cubic centimeter and σ0 is the DC conductivity. The
solution to the differential equation is:

(3.13) − mω 2 x +

N f q2

σ0

xωi = qE

Rearranging:
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(3.14) x =

E
N f qω

σ0

mω 2
i−
q

The polarization is equal to the sum of all dipole moments over Nf:
qN f E
N f qω
mω 2
i−
q
σ0

(3.15) P = qN f x =

Inserting Eq. 3.15 into 3.10:

(3.16) ε~ = 1 +

1
2πε 0ν
m4π 2 ε 0 2
i−
ν
σ0
N f q2

ν is the frequency of the incident wave. Two special frequencies are now defined:

2

(3.17) ν 1 =

(3.18) ν 2 =

q2N f
4π 2 ε 0 m
2πε 0ν 1

2

σ0

ν1 is the plasma frequency, and ν2 is the damping frequency. The plasma frequency

separates the reflective region from the transparent region of a reflectivity spectrum for a
given material. At the plasma frequency, the real part of the dielectric function drops to
zero. Above this frequency, free electrons cannot react fast enough to absorb the incident
wave, thus the material becomes transparent. Using Eqs. 3.17 and 3.18, the complex
dielectric function becomes:
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(3.19) ε~ = 1 +

1
2πε 0ν

σ0

ν 2
i−
ν1

= 1+

1
2πε 0ν 1

σ0

2

νi − ν 2

ν 12
= 1+
iνν 2 − ν 2

Finally, separating Eq. 3.19 into real and imaginary components:
2

2

ν 12

(3.20)

n − k = ε1 = 1 −

(3.21)

ν 2 ν 12
2nk = ε 2 =
ν ν 2 + ν 22

ν 2 +ν 22

The shape of Eqs. 3.20 and 3.21 are shown below in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4.

Figure 3.3: Simulated Drude Polarization [1]

Figure 3.4: Simulated Drude Absorption [1]

From the combination of the plasma and damping frequencies, the DC electrical
conductivity of the material can be found: [1]
2

(3.22)

σ0 =

2πε 0ν 1

ν2
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An additional relationship between electrical and optical properties of metals can
be obtained from the Drude equations, the number of free electrons. The free electron
concentration is calculated as: [1]

(3.23)

Nf =

4π 2ε 0 mν 1
e2

2

Where m is the effective electron mass. As the free electron concentration increases, the
plasma frequency, conductivity, and by result reflectivity of the material, increase as well
over a large frequency range. The Drude model is effective in describing metallic
reflectance from the IR down into the visible spectrum, but fails to account for absorption
bands in the visible and ultraviolet (UV) range.

3.2.2 Lorentz Oscillators
Lorentz postulated that while some electrons in metals are free, others remain
bound to their respective nuclei. As an oscillating electric field in the form of radiation is
applied to the material the charged nuclei and bound electrons form an oscillating dipole
acting much like a mass on a spring. The following derivation is for an isolated atom with
only one electron per atom. Equation 3.11 modified for the bound electron condition
becomes:
d 2x
dx
(3.24) m 2 + γ ' + κx = qE 0 exp(iωt )
dt
dt
γ’ is the damping parameter, and κ is a spring constant. The κx term represents the

restoring force that determines the binding strength between electron and atom. The
solution to Eq. 3.24 is:
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(3.25) x =

qE 0
2

2

m (ω 0 − ω 0 ) 2 + γ ' 2 ω 2

exp(i (ωt − ϕ ))

φ is the phase difference between the forced vibration and the excitation caused by the

light wave, and ω0 is the resonance frequency given by:

κ

(3.26) ω 0 = 2πν 0 =

m

The resonance frequency is the frequency at which the electron vibrates freely without an
external force. The phase difference is defined by the following relation:

(3.27) tan ϕ =

γ 'ω
2

2

m(ω 0 − ω )

=

γ 'ν
2

m(ν 0 − ν 2 )

The polarization is similar in form to Eq. 3.15:

q 2 N a E 0 exp(i (ωt − ϕ ))

(3.28) P = qxN a =

2

m 2 (ω 0 − ω 0 ) 2 + γ ' 2 ω 2

Na is the number of atoms per unit volume. This replaced the free electron concentration
in Eq. 3.15 as the Lorentz case assumes one electron per atom. Using the following
identity, Eq. 3.28 can be rearranged in the following manner:
(3.29) exp(i (ωt − ϕ )) = exp(iωt ) * exp(−iϕ )
(3.30) P =

q2NaE
2

m 2 (ω 0 − ω 0 ) 2 + γ ' 2 ω 2

exp(−iϕ )

Using Eq. 3.10, the dielectric function becomes:
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(3.31) ε~ = 1 +

q2 Na

ε 0 m 2 (ω 0 2 − ω 0 ) 2 + γ ' 2 ω 2

exp(−iϕ )

The exponential term in Eq. 3.31 can removed in the following manner:
(3.32) exp(−iϕ ) = cos ϕ − i sin ϕ

ε~ = 1 +
(3.33)

−i

q2Na
2

2

2

2

ε 0 m (ω 0 − ω 0 ) + γ ' ω
q2Na

ε 0 m 2 (ω 0 2 − ω 0 ) 2 + γ ' 2 ω 2

2

cos ϕ

sin ϕ

The following substitutions are used to replace the trig terms:

(3.34) cos ϕ =

(3.35) sin ϕ =

2

1
1 + tan 2 ϕ
tan ϕ
1 + tan 2 ϕ

=

=

m(ω 0 − ω 2 )
2

m 2 (ω 0 − ω 0 ) 2 + γ ' 2 ω 2

γ 'ω
2

m 2 (ω 0 − ω 0 ) 2 + γ ' 2 ω 2

Substituting Eqs. 3.34 and 3.35 into Eq. 3.33 and separating into real and imaginary
components yields the following equations:

(3.36)

ε1 = 1 +

(3.37)

ε2 =

e 2 mN a

e2 N a
2πε 0

ε0

2

f (ν −ν 2 )
∑i 4π 2 m2 (νi 2 0−i ν 2 ) 2 + γ ' 2 ν 2
0i
i

f iνγ '2
∑i 4π 2 m2 (ν 2 −ν 2 ) 2 + γ ' 2 ν 2
0i
i
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Na is the number of atoms per volume, fi is the oscillator strength of the ith oscillator, γ’i
is the related damping coefficient, and ν0 is the resonant frequency where electron
absorption is greatest. Eqs. 3.36 and 3.37 are the final equations for Lorentz optical
constants. Note the summation term in each equation. The derivation assumes one
electron per atom, but there may be more than one electron oscillating mode. Each is
accounted for with its own oscillator strength

[1]

. The general shape of the Lorentz

dielectric function is shown in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6:

Figure 3.5: Simulated Lorentz Polarization [1]

Figure 3.6: Simulated Lorentz Absorption [1]

As would be expected, the absorption of the bound electron is greatest near the
resonance, or center, frequency. The dielectric response observed in Fig. 3.5 is very
similar to the dispersion of index of refraction for an insulating material [1].
This result can be derived quantum mechanically from the wave equation and the
band structure of the material with intra-band transitions accounting for IR absorption,
and inter-band transitions account for absorption at higher photon energies. The Lorentz
expression reduces to the Drude model when the resonant frequency is set at zero [1].
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3.3 Effective Media Layers
PVD deposited aluminum thin films do not result in ideal specular surfaces. The
polycrystalline nature of deposited films creates surface topography which reduces
specular reflectance through light scattering. In addition, upon exposure to air, aluminum
thin films form a thin, 40-50Å, native oxide [8]. The Drude-Lorentz model cannot account
for this combined scattering loss. To circumvent this issue, effective dielectric functions
are employed

[9-12]

. Effective media approximations (EMA) are a method of treating

macroscopic inhomogeneous media such as porous rock or metal dielectric composites.
These techniques are also methods for averaging the dielectric functions of two different
materials in cases where microstructure can’t be ignored, as is the case for the surface
topography of a sputtered thin film [12]. The effective dielectric function can be employed
when the microstructure is on a sub-optical length scale, and is commonly used to
represent surface roughness [13].

Figure 3.7: Effective Medium Representation [9]

As shown in Fig. 3.7, EMA models assume a system of particles represented by dielectric
function ε in a matrix material εM, generating a weighted average of the two dielectric
functions. There are two commonly used effective dielectric functions; the MaxwellGarnett mixing equation and the Bruggemann effective medium approximation (EMA)
[12]

.
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Maxwell-Garnett:
(3.38)

ε eff − ε M
ε −εM
= (1 − p )
ε eff + 2ε M
ε + 2ε M

Bruggemann EMA:
(3.39)

p

ε M − ε eff
ε − ε eff
+ (1 − p )
=0
ε M + 2ε eff
ε + 2ε eff

Where p represents the porosity or fraction or pores in the sample. These EMA
representations assume random, spherically shaped particles in the matrix. Porosities
above 1/3 indicate that there is connectivity between particles in the matrix, described as
the percolation threshold

[14]

. The Maxwell-Garnett form assumes the inclusion of

spherical particles in a host matrix. The Bruggemann assumes randomly mixed grains of
two materials. It requires the numerical solving of Eq. 3.39, holding consistency by
assuming the final dielectric function of the host material is equal to the dielectric
function of the final composite

[7]

. Both approximations are widely used, with the

Bruggemann used more often for surface layers on optically thick materials

[15]

. By

quantifying surface roughness, a two-layer optical model can be used to correctly model
the optical response of non-ideal optical surfaces.

3.4 Historical Aluminum Optical Models
A combination of a Drude oscillating term and i bound oscillating modes can be
used to reasonably model the dielectric function of any ideal metal surface. The dielectric
function components are superimposed to generate a complete dielectric function for the
film as shown in Figure 3.8 and in Eqs. 3.40 and 3.41:
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Figure 3.8: Drude-Lorentz Dielectric Function [1]

(3.39)

ε1 = 1 −

(3.40)

ε2 =

ν 12
e 2 mN a
+
ε0
ν 2 + ν 22

e2 N a
ν 2 ν 12
+
ν ν 2 + ν 2 2 2πε 0

2

f i (ν 0i − ν 2 )
∑i 4π 2 m 2 (ν 2 − ν 2 ) 2 + γ ' 2 ν 2
0i
i

∑ 4π
i

f iνγ ' 2
2

2

2

m 2 (ν 0i − ν 2 ) 2 + γ 'i ν 2

Aluminum has historically been studied using the Drude-Lorentz model, or modified
forms thereof

[5]

. Unfortunately, aluminum has also been one of the most incorrectly

studied metals. Studies that only took the far IR or the Visible-UV spectrum generate
incorrect Drude parameters. Additionally, the Drude plasma frequency is often confused
with the experimentally determined plasmon frequency, where the experimental ε1
spectra crosses zero [6]. This leads to errant effective free electron concentrations that are
greater than 3/atom, indicating total conduction oscillator strength including interband
effects, not free electron strength [6].
Aluminum has been historically modeled using both the Drude-Lorentz model by
itself, or in conjunction with a surface EMA layer.
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3.4.1 Bulk Models
The Lorentz-Drude model has been applied to the optical dispersion of aluminum
for over 30 years including work by Smith and Segall, Ashcroft and Sturm, Markovic and
Rakic, and Bebeva et al

[3-4, 6, 16]

. Ashcroft and Sturm performed pioneering work on

quantifying the energy band structure of aluminum in terms of weak periodic potentials,
providing calculations of expected scattering times and effective optical mass

[16]

. This

approach was based on the nearly free electron model, a valid approach due to the energy
band structure of aluminum and other similar polyvalent metals resemblance to free
electron band structure

[1]

. The other named authors used the Lorentz-Drude model or

extensions thereof to obtain the optical dispersion and Drude parameters of aluminum at
various wavelengths, incident angles, and overcoatings. Refer to references

[3-4]

for more

information on their work. Smith and Segall provided a summary of obtained Drude
parameters in early investigations in Table 3.1:
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Table 3.1: Collected Drude Parameters for Aluminum Thin Films [6]
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There is a relatively wide range of values for aluminum’s plasma frequency in
Table 3.1. This can be traced to the variations in measurement ranges used for the Drude
calculation. Measurements completed using purely UV-visible reflectance without IR
information are expected to fit a Drude model with relatively large plasma frequencies [6].
From Eq. 3.23, this leads to higher effective free electron concentrations. In all cases, the
optical mass of an electron in aluminum is greater than the free electron, a consequence
of energy band curvature

[2]

. In some cases, the calculated optical conductivity is

substantially smaller than the measured electrical DC conductivity, an occurrence that is
not well explained in literature. This phenomenon is typically explained by the fact that
there are additional scattering contributions to resistivity that are not accounted for in
optical measurements. Approaches used for determining the interband component either
lumped the interband component in with the Drude term, used 3-5 Lorentz oscillators
used mean square error (MSE) fitting of optical conductivity based on the Ashcroft
model [16]. Nguyen et al. calculated the dielectric function for bulk aluminum in Fig. 3.9:

Figure 3.9: Dielectric Function of Aluminum [15]
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The solid lines in Fig. 3.8 represent the values calculated by Nguyen, the dots data
reported in Palik

[15]

. Note the overall decaying dielectric function representative of

significant Drude intraband absorption. It also shows the characteristic absorption peak
between 1.5 and 2.0 eV of an interband component. This correlates to the dip in
reflectivity near 800 nm.

3.4.2 Combined Surface-Bulk Models
EMA layers been have used in a wide variety of applications for aluminum.
Hoobler et al. used the Bruggeman EMA layer to account for the optical characteristics
of interfacial layers between SiO2 films and aluminum substrates

[17]

. The resulting

optical function’s film thickness was compared with actual AFM data of the aluminum
surface using a porosity of 50% to confirm the model’s accuracy. The resulting EMA
model correlated extremely well with measured roughness values. Nguyen et al. used
generalized Maxwell-Garnett and Bruggemann models to examine the optical properties
of aluminum during evaporation. In the early growth stages when the film is comprised
of isolated islands, the Maxwell-Garnett EMA is used. As the islands coalesce, the
Bruggemann approximation is used successfully. The dielectric function for aluminum
used in the EMA consisted of a Lorentz-Drude layer with three Lorentz oscillators [6].
Woltgens et al. performed a throughout study of the evolution of optical and
electrical properties of Al-Ti and Al-Cr

[13]

. Films of each alloy were sputtered in

compositions from 0 to 12% solute. To satisfactorily model the dielectric function, a twolayer, modified Drude-Lorentz model was used. The model consisted of an optically
opaque layer characterized by a Drude term and a series of Brendel oscillators to account
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for interband transitions. Brendel oscillators are similar in form to the Lorentz derivation
with all contributions to the dielectric function outside the measured range included in the
dielectric background, a constant added to the real portion of the dielectric function. The
surface topography was accounted for using a Bergman EMA layer above the aluminum
layer. The Bergman is a more complicated EMA, a more sophisiticated approach to
simulating the surface microtopography

[13]

. The thickness of the EMA layer was

determined by atomic force microscopy (AFM); set to twice the RMS roughness of the
film. During the model fit, the aluminum contribution to the EMA was coupled to the
variable parameters of the underlying aluminum layer. The model resulted in the
dielectric functions shown in Fig. 3.10.

Figure 3.10: Dielectric Functions for Al-Ti and Al-Cr based on Model Fit [13]
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As the solute content is increased, the interband transition weakens. This is noticeable
both in the reflection spectra and in both components of the dielectric function. The
extracted dielectric functions were used to calculate the Drude resistivity for a
comparison with resistivity obtained via sheet resistance measurements. Sheet resistance
has units of ohms/□, and is related to resistivity by the following equation:

(3.41) Rs =

ρ
d

Where “d” is the film thickness. Measurements obtained by Wolgens are plotted in Fig.
3.11:

Figure 3.11: Comparison of Drude and Electrical Resistivity [13]

The “x” symbols in Fig. 3.11 are the terms obtained from the optical model. As would be
expected, resistivity increased as solute concentration increased on account of increased
impurities, defects, and scattering in the film. As stated above, the Drude term tends to
slightly understate the resistivity in aluminum samples.
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3.5 Summary
The optical properties of aluminum are a complex combination of bulk and
surface components. The bulk energy band characteristics are a determinant of free
electron concentrations, which are in turn affected by microstructural features such as
grain size, defects, and lattice impurity content. The net electron concentration, including
both intra- and interband transitions, determines the capability of the material to absorb
and reflect incident photon energy. The response of the bulk is in turn modulated by
surface effects. Microstructural parameters such as roughness, grain faceting, and native
oxide formation determine how much of the reflected intensity is specular.
As a result, the accurate extraction of optical dispersion for a given material
requires both an optical and a microstructure treatment. Without separating bulk material
properties from surface effects, any generated optical models will contain unacceptable
levels of error. The combination of AFM topography measurement with specular
reflectivity provides a relatively fast and efficient way of holistically capturing the
necessary components of a material’s optical dispersion. The two-level EMA approach
allows for a reasonably accurate extraction of the bulk optical constants of the material. It
can also be then used to estimate the response of the material under the different
microtopography conditions that can arise from changes in deposition or post-processing
parameters.
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Chapter 4

Thin Film Characterization Techniques
The analytical techniques utilized for this work can be divided into four categories:
-

Morphology: Techniques for investigating the microstructure of thin films,

specifically grain size, grain structure, film thickness, and surface topography.
-

Chemical Composition: The elemental composition of thin films is quantified

using techniques based on electron excitation and x-ray emission.
-

Crystal Structure: X-ray diffraction techniques generate information on both

crystal structure, e.g. lattice parameters, and on microstructure, e.g. crystallite
size, preferred orientation, and phase composition.
-

Physical Properties: The core optical, electrical, and mechanical responses of a

material that are determined from the morphology, chemical composition, and
fundamental structure of a thin film.
The following subsections contain an overview of each analytical technique employed for
this study. Brief discussions of theory as well as equipment details are provided.

4.1 Morphology
4.1.1 Thickness Measurement
The film thickness of metals is generally more difficult to measure than insulating
thin films. Insulating thin films are semitransparent, thus can be easily measured using
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optical techniques such as spectroscopy, interferometry, and ellipsometry

[1]

. Metals are

optically opaque unless deposited to thicknesses much thinner than the penetration depth
defined in Chapter 3. As a result non-optical techniques such as x-ray reflectivity (XRR),
ultrasonic laser sonar, and profilometry are employed

[1-2]

. Of the above techniques,

profilometry is most commonly used in laboratory applications due to its fast and costeffective operation.
Profilometry describes a class of techniques for measuring surface topography.
The general operating technique is shown in Fig. 4.1 below:

Figure 4.1: Operating Concept for a Stylus Profilometer

A probe, typically a sharp diamond-tipped stylus or a laser is scanned across a sample
surface in a straight line. The probe generates a measurable signal response, typically
electrostatic or the deflection of a laser signal, proportional to the change in height of the
sample surface. These results in a direct contour trace of the sample surface with primary
limitations on resolution attributed to the scratching of the film surface, substrate
roughness, and vibration during measurement

[1]

. Stylus based profilometers can be

accurate to a resolution of roughly 1 nm. This primary drawback to the profilometry
technique is that a step must be patterned into the film to allow for the measurement of
film thickness. For the purpose of this study a profilometer, the Tencor P2, has been
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employed. The Tencor P2 is a stylus profilometer system with a scan length up to 200
mm and a resolution of 2.5 nm.

4.1.2 Atomic Force Microscopy
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a member of a family of scanning probe
microscopy techniques that originated with scanning-tunneling microscopy (STM).
Scanning probe microscopy comprises a series of techniques for imaging material
surfaces by scanning a sharp tip across a surface while monitoring tip-surface interactions
[3]

. STM measurements are based on height-dependant current levels between the tip and

sample. Unfortunately, this operating mechanism requires a conductive sample. AFM can
be applied to both insulating and conducting material surfaces. The operating concept for
AFM is shown in Fig. 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Schematic of Contact AFM Operation [3]

The objective of SPM imaging techniques is to maintain constant tip-surface spacing.
This requires the use of feedback mechanisms. As the tip is scanned across the sample,
changes in sample topography provide measurable changes to a detector signal. The
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feedback system compensates for the change in signal by adjusting the tip height to
restore the detector signal level to equilibrium

[3]

. The height movements of the tip are

used to reconstruct an image of the sample surface with resolution on the order of an
angstrom. For an AFM the sharp tip is mounted on a cantilever. The tip is fabricated from
silicon nitride of single crystal silicon, and is mounted to a silicon cantilever

[4]

. The

cantilever is brought into contact with the sample under extremely low levels of force. A
laser is shined off the back surface of the cantilever and reflected onto a photodetector.
As the tip is scanned across the surface of the sample using a piezoelectric actuator,
changes in sample height alter the voltage read by the photodiode, which is then adjusted
to recover the voltage signal. Contact AFM methods such as this are commonly used to
image hard material surfaces.
Non-contact or tapping mode AFM techniques were developed to allow for the
imaging of surfaces ranging from biological to metals in both ambient and fluid
environments. They are based on mechanical resonance phenomena

[4]

. The cantilever is

vibrated at its resonance frequency, usually tens or hundreds of kilohertz so that the tip
either approaches or barely comes into contact with the surface. Changes in sample
topography cause a change in the oscillating frequency of the cantilever

[4]

. Tapping

mode operation combines the high resolution of contact techniques with the nondestructive nature of non-contact techniques.

AFM techniques are extremely sensitive to the geometry of the tip. The sharper
the tip, the better the resulting image resolution. Dull or deformed tips lead to image
distortion, so cantilever resonance frequencies are monitored for changes in the mass of
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the tip. For this study Advanced Material Lab (AML) has a Digital Instruments D3000
SPM that was operated in tapping mode. Olympus OTESPA tips were used for imaging,
shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 below:

Figure 4.3: OTESPA AFM Tip Schematic [5]

Figure 4.4: SEM of OTESPA Tip [5]

OTESPA tips have a nominal resonant frequency of 300 KHz and a 7 nm nominal tip
radius. They are fabricated out of silicon with a reflecting aluminum film deposited on
the backside of the cantilever [5]. The D3000 has a vertical resolution of 0.05 nm RMS.

4.1.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is used to obtain structural information
on samples that are thin enough to transmit electrons. It is one of the most powerful
techniques available to researchers, with resolution below one angstrom
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[1]

. This high

resolution is due to the very short wavelength of electrons used to probe the sample.
Electron beams in TEM systems typically have energies from 100 KeV to 1 MeV, thus
have wavelengths of less than 0.1Å according to the de Broglie relationship. Fig. 4.5
diagrams a typical TEM system:

Figure 4.5: Diagram of TEM Beam Path [1]

A broad electron beam is focused by electrostatic lenses and passed through an extremely
thin sample. As electrons pass through the sample, several different interactions can
occur. First, electrons can interact with the cores of atoms in the sample’s lattice to cause
Bragg diffraction. Second, electrons can be scattered and absorbed by structural features
such as defects and grain boundaries. Finally, electrons can be scattered at high angles
through Rutheford scattering processes incoherently

[1]

. After transiting the sample, the

electron ray paths are focused through a series of optics onto a variety of detectors.
Bright-field TEM images are formed by blocking all the diffracted beams and magnifying
the central beam. This results in contrast that is primarily due to scattering and absorption
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off of structural feature. Dark-field images are obtained by isolating and magnifying a
single diffracted beam. Finally, the diffracted components can be use to form diffraction
patterns on the detector. TEM requires extensive sample preparation prior to imaging.
The sample must be thinned to ~40 nm, usually by focused ion beam (FIB) milling in the
semiconductor industry [1].
An evolution of the TEM, the scanning-TEM (STEM) can provide additional
information. Instead of a broad electron beam, the beam is focused into a fine spot in a
similar manner to scanning electron microscopy. The beam is rastered across the sample
to form an image. Both the traditional bright field and dark field images can be obtained
via STEM, with the difference between TEM and STEM derived from high angle
techniques. STEM tools can be equipped with high-angle annular dark field (HAADF)
imaging techniques

[6]

. HAADF detectors detect Rutheford scattered electrons at large

angles. At high angles, the collected electrons are nearly free of diffraction effects, thus
are dependant solely on Z-number, or the atomic number, differences. Thus contrast is
provided solely by differences in atomic density

[6]

. HAADF is usually coupled with an

energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) detector for compositional analysis or elemental mapping.

4.2 Chemical Composition
4.2.1 Auger Electron Spectroscopy
Auger electron spectroscopy is one of the most common electron spectroscopy
techniques. It is based on processes wherein electrons or photons are excited by an
incident electron beam. The Auger process allows for the emission of an inner shell
electron, schematically shown in Fig. 4.6:
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Figure 4.6: Electron Shell Schematic of Auger
Electron Emission [1]

Figure 4.7: Auger Electron Distribution as a
Function of Atomic Number [1]

The Auger ejection requires the participation of three electron levels. A K-shell electron
is first moved to an outer shell. An outer shell electron then drops back to the K-shell, but
ejects an electron from a third level

[1]

. The emission energy is dependant on the energy

level spacing, thus on the specific element as shown in Fig. 4.7. Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES) is done under extremely high vacuum under a setup such as in Fig.
4.8.

Figure 4.8: AES Tool Layout [1]
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A ~2KeV electron gun is aimed at the sample surface scanning over the desired region.
The Auger electron signal is collected, multiplied, and measured by an analyzer system
[1]

. The Auger signal is separated from the scattered electron background by numerically

differentiating the energy signal, with a typical resolution of 0.2-0.5% at

[1]

. AES only

probes a few atomic layers at a time, so to obtain a depth profile an ion gun is used to
sputter the sample surface between measurements.

4.2.2 Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis
Energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDX) is another electron spectroscopy
technique. A high energy electron beam is rastered across the sample, causing the
emission of x-rays as excited electrons return to the ground state

[1]

. The energy of the

emitted x-ray is dependant on the sample’s elemental configuration, shown in Fig. 4.9:

Figure 4.9: X-ray Emission Energies as a Function of Atomic Number [1]

Commercial EDX detectors are liquid nitrogen cooled and are comprised of a Si(Li),
reverse-bias, wide depletion region diode detector

[1]

. EDX detectors are attached to

scanning electron microscopes or TEM systems to utilize their respective electron beams
as the source. EDX detectors are used for both composition inspection of single points or
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elemental mapping across large samples. Unlike AES, EDX penetrates up to a
micrometer into the sample [1].

4.3 Crystal Structure: X-ray Diffraction
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a powerful technique for analyzing the structure,
geometry, and phase identification of unknown materials. It can be used on single crystal
materials, or for the determination of preferred orientation, defects, and stresses in
polycrystals

[1]

. XRD techniques are based on the scattering of x-rays from crystals.

Scattering is defined as the deflection of either waves or particles haphazardly as a result
of collisions. In the case of x-ray radiation, the waves are scattered by electrons
surrounding atoms. The total scattering of a system is the combination of the scatter from
of an individual atom in the solid summed over the contributions of all related in the
lattice.

Figure 4.10: Scatter by a Single Particle [7]

Fig. 4.10 shows how an x-ray incident on an atom with vector S0 is scattered by an angle
equal to 2Θ, where theta is equal to the incident angle of the wave onto the surface of the
atom. The resulting difference in wave vectors is described by “q”, the scattering vector
that is generally defined in reciprocal space. This relationship underscores all derived
equations to describe scattering events.
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In solids, the scattering from a single atom must be summed across all atoms in
the lattice, taking into account the phase relationships between scattering events in
different atoms in the material

[7]

. Scattering events can be both incoherent and coherent

in nature. This incoherent, or Compton, scattering is very small at small angles, so it will
not be discussed in detail at this time. Coherent scattering results in scattered vectors of
the same wavelengths and the same phases.
The scatter of x-rays from a multiple particle system follows traditional
interference behavior. If scattered waves are of the same wavelength and incident angle,
and are separated by a phase shift equal to half a wavelength, the interference is
destructive and the waves cancel out one another. If the phase shift is a multiple of a full
wavelength, the interference is constructive and their fields sum. It can be derived to
show that for scattering in crystals, the scattered intensities are extremely low except for
when the waves are constructively interfering. This occurs at the Bragg condition. The
Bragg condition relates the spacing of lattice planes “dhkl”, the wavelength of radiation,
and the angle incident on the sample [7].
(4.1)

nλ = 2d hkl sin(θ )

Thus at certain incident angles, the optical path differences between waves scattered off
of adjacent lattice planes are different by a multiple of a wavelength, shown in Fig 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Representative Diagram of Bragg Diffraction [8]

A scan of intensity as a function of incident angle or 2Θ will reveal peaks in intensity that
corresponds to certain crystal planes with various interplanar spacing. This is the core
concept of wide-angle x-ray diffraction.

Figure 4.12: Sample XRD Experimental Plot [8]

A representative XRD spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.12. A single wavelength x-ray is
incident the surface over a wide range of angles. The beam is diffracted off the sample
surface and the intensity of the diffracted beam is detected as a function of angle,
generating a plot with peaks corresponding to crystalline phases in the material. From
these crystalline peaks, a wide variety of information can be obtained including lattice
spacing, phases present, and relative peak intensity. The lattice parameter can be obtained
by combining Eq. 1 with the following relationship for cubic phases:
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(4.2)

d hkl =

a
h2 + k 2 + l 2

“a” is the lattice parameter, and the values “h”, “k”, and “l” define the planes that are
spaced by “dhkl”. More advanced techniques can quantitatively measure crystallite size,
phase composition, and thin film stress. Average crystallite size is quantified by the
Scherrer technique:

(4.3)

t=

0 .9 λ
B cos θ

Where “t” is the crystallite diameter, theta is the peak location, and “B” is the half-width
of the diffraction peak at half height [9].
Two XRD tools were employed in this work. A Rigaku DMAX II-B tool with a
two-theta range of 20-160 degrees at slew rates of 2 deg/min. and a resolution of 0.01
degrees was used. This tool was designed for powder XRD analysis, thus generates a
relatively weak signal for thin films. A second XRD tool was employed to obtain higher
signal levels, a Rigaku Bragg-Brentano thin film XRD at Eastman Kodak. The latter
systems utilized rotating a copper anode source with a K1α wavelength of 1.54Å. At RIT,
the MDI JADE software was used for peak identification and matching of phases.

4.4 Physical Properties
4.4.1 Optical: Specular Reflectivity
There are two components to reflection, specular and diffuse. Specular reflection
is the component of intensity that is reflected from an interface at the same angle from
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normal as the incident beam. Diffuse reflection comprises intensity that is scattered in
non-specular directions, a result of texture or roughness of the interface. For mirror-like
optical performance, the goal of thin film deposition is to minimize the diffuse
component. Intensity reflectance is most often measured via spectrophotometry.
Commercial spectrophotometers measure the transmission, reflection, or absorption of
light as a function of wavelength over a typical range from the ultraviolet to the near IR
[10]

. Spectrometers are configured in single-beam, double-beam, and integrating sphere

arrangements. Single beam tools provide relative intensity measurements that must be
normalized to the beam without a sample in place or to a pre-measured calibration
standard. Double beam tools provide a sample and a reference optical path for fast
measurements of absolute reflectance or transmission. Integrating sphere tools employ a
spherical cavity that detects both specular and diffuse reflectance.
A single-beam Perkin-Elmer Lambda 11 spectrophotometer was used for this
study. It utilizes a halogen and a deuterium lamp to provide a wavelength range of 190 –
900 nm

[10]

. The spectrophotometer is specified to 900 nm, but will function to higher

wavelengths. It allows for user definable scan rates with a spectral bandwidth of 2 nm.
Fig. 4.13 provides the optical path layout:
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Figure 4.13: Perkin Elmer Lambda 11 Optical Path [10]

The first mirror selects whether the halogen or deuterium arc-lamp is transmitted along
the optical path. The filter, slits, and grating monochrometer shape the light and select the
transmitted wavelength. The rest of the system of mirrors directs the beam through the
sample to the detector, typically a photomultiplier tube

[11]

. To measure reflectance, a

special variable angle sample holder is employed. The sample holder contains a system of
three mirrors to direct the probe radiation off the sample surface and to the detector.
Referencing for absolute reflectance was done using a Perkin-Elmer, National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST-traceable), reflectance standard calibrated at 6 degrees.
The reflectivity of aluminum for unpolarized light does not appreciably change for
wavelengths between 0 and 25 degrees, providing the necessary functionality.

4.4.2 Electrical: Resistivity
There are a variety of patterned and unpatterned techniques for resistivity
measurement. Patterned techniques include simple rectangular, four-terminal, resistor
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structures and Van der Pauw structures

[1]

. The main drawbacks of these techniques are

the extra processing steps required for pattern formation. Consequently, resistivity is
most often measured by the four-point probe setup. The four-point probe measurement is
completed on blanket samples, and can be adapted for either thin film or bulk techniques.
The test arrangement is shown in Fig. 4.14:

Figure 4.14: Schematic of Four-Point Probe Measurement [12]

Current is passed through the two outer probes and the resulting potential is measured
across the inner probes. The probes are fabricated out of tungsten and are spring-loaded
to minimize damage to the film being measured. The primary assumption for this test
method is that the sample being measured is infinite in the lateral direction with respect
to the probe spacing. The sheet resistivity is given by the following equation [12]:

(4.4)

Rs =

ρ
t

=

π V
ln 2 I

An automated sheet resistivity measurement tool, the CDE wafer map was employed. It
is comprised of a motorized 4-point probe assembly that can sample across the entire
wafer. Resistivity is obtained from this measurement by dividing the sheet resistivity by
the profilometer measured film thickness.
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4.4.3 Mechanical
4.4.3.1 Thin Film Stress
Stress in thin films is can be measured by the bending of a freestanding beam.
This technique is commonly adapted to wafer flatness testing. The deposition of a film in
a stressed state onto a substrate will result in the bending of the substrate [13]. As a result,
stress in the thin film can be quantified by measuring the change in the radius of
curvature of the substrate after deposition by making some basic assumptions about the
film. First, it is assumed that the stress is biaxial, equal on both axis of the plane
containing the wafer surface [1]. Second, the substrate must be much thicker than the film
in question. Consequently, the stress in the thin film can be estimated by Stoney’s
equation:
2

(4.5)

1 Es d s
σf =
6 R (1 − ν s )d f

Where ds is the substrate thickness, df is the film thickness, νs is the substrate’s Poisson’s
ratio, R is the radius of curvature, and Es is the Young’s modulus of the substrate. The
radius of curvature is measured by the difference in radius before and after deposition
(1/R = 1/Rsubstrate – 1/Rpost deposition)

[1]

. Wafer curvature can be measured either by laser

interferometry or by stylus profilometry with a tool such as the Tencor P2.

4.4.3.2 Nano-Indentation
Indentation techniques such as the Knoop and Vickers techniques have been
commonly used to measure micro-scale hardness of materials
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[14]

. These techniques are

not sufficient for many thin-film studies due to the large required material thickness. To
allow for ultra-thin film probing, nano-indentation techniques were developed. Nanoindentation employs a diamond tip with a sub 0.01 µm radius. A schematic of
nanoindenter operation is shown in Fig 4.15:

Figure 4.15: Schematic of Nanoindenter Operation [1]

The tip is indented into the film surface with a force on the order of micro- or millinewtons, with the depth controlled via capacitive sensors

[15]

. This is used to generate a

load versus displacement graph, shown in Fig. 4.16.

Figure 4.16: Sample Nanoindenter Loading Curve [16]

The load vs. displacement curve is generated using pre-programmed specifications for
loading rate, loading force, hold times, and unloading rate. The unloading portion of the
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curve is used for calculations as it represents purely elastic recovery forces

[17]

. With

some basic knowledge of the shape of the indentation and the indenter geometry this data
can be used to calculate hardness and reduced modulus of the film. With knowledge of
the Poisson’s ratio for the tip and sample and the elastic modulus of the tip, the elastic
modulus of the sample can be calculated. In many cases, the nanoindenter is coupled to a
SPM tool to allow for in-situ imaging before and after indentation.
Nanoindentation for this work was carried out at the University of Rochester
using a MTS Nanoindenter XT. The Nanoindenter XT uses a Berkovich, or cube corner,
tip with a maximum force of 50 mN and a resolution of 50 nN

[15]

. It can indent depths

from a few angstroms to 500 microns and is coupled with a powerful optical microscope
for sample location.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Methodology
The overall scope of the research was to investigate the relationship between
microstructure, both intrinsic and extrinsic, and the optical, electrical, and mechanical
properties of sputtered aluminum alloys. The project was funded primarily by Texas
Instruments Inc. DLP. The goals for the project centered on the development of a highly
reflective thin film system usable in low temperature MEMS fabrication. There were
several goals for the final film system:

•

High specular reflectivity in the visible spectrum

•

Semiconductor process compatible

•

Low thermal budget (~200C)

•

Stress-neutral film deposition

•

Environmental stability

•

Adhesion to an aluminum alloy

In short, the desired film maintains the high reflectivity of aluminum with the
mechanical strength of an alloy. The proposed film systems to be investigated were
aluminum-transition metal alloys, specifically alloys of aluminum with small atomic
percentages of copper, titanium, and chromium. The improvement in DC-sputtered film
surface roughness via copper alloying was expected offset the loss in reflectance caused
by decreased free-electron concentration in the polycrystalline grains while providing
both increased film hardness and elastic modulus. However, the allowable thermal budget
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for the process was quite low, thus it was believed that the growing film will not be
supplied enough energy for a detectable phase separation between the aluminum grains
and intermetallic compounds. Consequently strengthening would primarily occur through
the super-saturated solid solution. Processing conditions was varied to examine the
evolution of reflectivity, film stress, and microstructure at different sputter pressures.
Additionally, film samples underwent a traditional aluminum anneal to investigate the
change in film properties as the alloy undergoes phase separation. Film adhesion should
not be an issue as long as the thermal budget is upheld.
Additionally, the optical dispersion characteristics of the film system had to be
effectively modeled. This was done using J.A. Woolam’s WVASE32 optical modeling
software. The Drude-Lorentz model was used to extract the dielectric function for the
metal film from reflectance spectra. The modeled dispersion function was used with data
obtained from AFM imagery to account for the surface topography of the sputtered film
system.
In summary, the microstructure of sputtered aluminum alloys was evaluated for
different transition metal solute elements. As discussed in Chapter 4, a broad set of
characterization techniques were employed to study the deposited films. The following
sections will describe the materials, process methodology, and characterization plan
employed for the specified aluminum alloys. All fabrication was completed at the
Semiconductor & Microsystems Fabrication Laboratory (SMFL) at the Rochester
Institute of Technology with characterization work completed at RIT, the University of
Rochester, Eastman Kodak, and Texas Instruments Inc..
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5.1 Target Materials
4 candidate alloys were initially chosen:

•

99.995% Pure Aluminum

•

99% Aluminum/ 1% at. Copper

•

97% Aluminum/ 2% at. Chromium/ 1% at. Copper

•

97% Aluminum/ 2% at. Titanium/ 1% at. Copper

The pure aluminum target was purchased to use as a reference for the aluminumcopper base alloys. The Al/1.0% at. Cu target was chosen as the primary alloy to provide
a large enough copper content while maintaining the high free electron concentration
inherent to a pure aluminum thin film. The targets with ternary transition metal
constituents were designed with a larger transition metal concentration to specifically
accentuate changes in the stress, hardness, and reflectivity of the films.
Targets were fabricated by the Kurt J. Lesker Company and were fabricated to 4N
purity using vacuum-arc melt forging, thus all impurity levels in the forged targets were
below 0.0001%. Vacuum-arc melting was the recommended method for alloys, providing
more uniform concentrations of each element in the target in comparison to traditional
heat-pressed targets used for pure metals and dielectrics. The targets were 4” in diameter
and 0.25” thick. They were not bonded to a backing plate as the deposition system to be
used, the CVC-601, utilizes unbonded targets for the 4” sputter cathode. All targets were
conditioned in the CVC-601 at process conditions to ensure the composition of the final
test films.
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After primary testing was complete, two additional targets were purchased from
K.J. Lesker:

•

98.5% Aluminum/ 1.5% at. Copper

•

99.5% Aluminum/ 0.5% at. Copper

The targets were fabricated to the same specifications as the original four targets. The
intent of the additional targets was to examine the evolution of final film properties as
copper content was varied, i.e. positive results for the initial 1.0% at. Cu target forced the
need to determine the sensitivity of the film system to variations in copper content.

5.2 Deposition Methodology
For the scope of this thesis, patterned structures were not needed, resulting in a
simplified process flow. The substrates were 4” (100) p-type silicon wafers. The primary
goal of sample processing was to provide a consistent substrate condition for all samples
so as to allow meaningful comparisons between the different alloys. The process flow is
described as the following:
1. Standard semiconductor wafer clean process (See Ref. 1 pp. 128-134 for details of
Radio Corporation of America (RCA) clean process)
2. Grow 500 nm wet thermal oxide in Bruce Diffusion Furnace
3. 30s 50:1 de-ionized water : hydrofluoric acid dip
4. DI water clean and nitrogen spin-dry (SRD)
5. Sputter Deposition 300 nm of alloy film in CVC-601 at 500W
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Aluminum adheres well to SiO2 and thermal SiO2 typically demonstrates low
values of surface roughness, providing a reliable substrate layer. The thickness of the
SiO2 layer was not of critical importance, thus 500 nm was chosen as a consistent
starting surface. The HF dip is done before each deposition run to ensure a fresh SiO2
surface for aluminum adhesion. As a result, no film adhesion problems were observed
throughout the project.
The deposition tool used was a CVC-601, shown in Fig. 5.1. The CVC-601 is a
magnetron sputtering system capable of both DC and pulsed mode deposition with a
maximum power of 500W for the 4” sputter cathode. It can operate at base pressures
approaching 1E-6 Torr, and has argon, oxygen, and nitrogen process gas available for
use. Base pressure is monitored with a cold cathode ion gauge, and sputter pressure is
monitored with a capacitance diaphragm gauge. The CVC-601 operates in a sputter-up
configuration with up to eight 4” substrates placed on a platen rotating at 14.5 rev/min.
The target-to-substrate gap spacing is 5.5 cm, and the system utilizes an ENI RPG 50 DC
power supply. The 4” sputter cathode was chosen for use to minimize the cost of sputter
target purchase. Additionally, no increase in deposition rate was expected from the 8”
targets as the maximum power for these cathodes was 2000W, the same power density as
the 4” head. As multiple users utilized the CVC-601 for multiple films, the 4” targets for
this project were only installed in the tool when necessary and were restricted in use to
only this project with the goal of minimizing contamination of the target surface.
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- DC Magnetron System
- 4” & 8” Cathodes
- 9E-7 Torr Base Pressure
- Argon, Nitrogen, and Oxygen
- 2000W Max DC Power Supply

Figure 5.1: Image of Sputter Deposition System Used for this Work: CVC-601

In vacuum systems, there is a relationship between the mean free path between
collisions for molecules and the pressure of the system. As pressure is decreased, mean
free path increases and there are fewer collisions in the vacuum chamber.
Correspondingly, the time it takes for a monolayer of molecules to form on a surface in a
vacuum chamber increases with decreasing pressure

[2]

. At 1E-8 Torr, it takes hundreds

of seconds to form a monolayer on the wafer surface; at 1E-6 Torr the time required
drops to approximately one second. The faster a monolayer forms on the wafer surface,
the more residual gas from the vacuum ambient gets incorporated into the film. At
moderate vacuum levels, significant levels of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and
argon can be incorporated into the growing film. Elevated levels of residual gas in films
can alter the mechanical, optical, and electrical properties of sputtered films. For
aluminum, elevated oxygen levels have been correlated to drastically reduced reflectivity
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and increased film hardness

[3]

. Nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen have been correlated to

increases in aluminum resistivity as well [4].
Gaseous incorporation is minimized in aluminum alloy films by depositing at
high rates with the lowest possible base pressure. Thus the deposition power was fixed at
500W unless a change is forced to obtain a stress-neutral film. The lowest base pressure
the CVC-601 can reliably achieve is 1-2E-6 Torr via a 12-16 hour pump down. Therefore
overnight deposition runs were utilized for all deposition runs that were not solely for the
purpose of deposition rate determination. Gas incorporation in the film at 1E-6 Torr was
monitored via AES analysis. Prior to each deposition, the target was conditioned at 500W
for 10 minutes to ensure proper target surface conditions for repeatable deposition
conditions.

Figure 5.2: Test wafer profile

Upon completion of the deposition cycle, wafers were stored in atmosphere in the clean
room until cleaved for analysis. A representative cross section of the final wafers is
shown in Fig. 5.2.

5.3 Sample Preparation
The breadth of analysis techniques utilized for this work urged great care in the
decisions that were made in preparing samples for measurement. The depositions took
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16-18 hours to complete, and were limited to 8 wafers per cycle of the tool. Table 5.1
details the breakdown of wafer usage per Phase 1 target characterization run:

Wafer
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Use
Thickness Measurement
Stress Measurement
Cleaved for Reflectivity
Cleaved For AFM
Cleaved for XRD
Resistivity
Sent to Texas Instruments Inc.
Sent to Texas Instruments Inc.

Table 5.1: Wafer Allotment in a Typical Deposition Run

Many tools required different and highly specific sample sizes. To minimize the
numbers of runs required to complete the necessary analysis on a sufficient number of
samples, single wafers were often cleaved with a diamond tipped scribe into several
different samples. This allowed for single wafers to be used for multiple measurements of
a given type, or to be used for multiple different measurements. The two most common
cleave patterns are shown below in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4.

Figure 5.3: Standard Sample Cleave Pattern

Figure 5.4: XRD Sample Cleave Pattern
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The wafers that were quartered were used for reflectance measurement as well as
AFM imaging, providing, the necessary surface area for measurement. It is important to
note that it was desirable to take measurements near the center of the wafer as the
combination of 4” substrates, 4” targets, and a rotating substrate platen that caused
significant variation in firm thickness as a function of both location on the wafer and the
orientation of the wafer relative to the platen. While wafer orientation was closely
monitored, only the approximate 2” segment of the wafer with the greatest uniformity
was used for measurement.
The cleave pattern in Fig. 5.4 was created to accommodate the sample holder of
the X-ray Diffractometer in the Advanced Materials Lab at RIT. It is designed for powder
XRD, typically with the powder placed on a segment of a microscope slide to ensure that
the powder sample is in the path of the x-ray beam. To mimic this, samples 1” by 2” were
cleaved out of the center of the 4” test wafers for XRD testing. The same size sample
accommodated the Bragg-Brentano diffractometer at Eastman Kodak as well. A third
sample size was needed for the nano-indentation analysis at the University of Rochester.
It was requested that samples 1 cm by 1 cm be supplied for testing. These samples were
cleaved out of the center of the 4” wafers. Table 5.2 below details the sample type needed
for each analysis technique applied to the thin film system under investigation:
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Technique
Reflectivity
Stress
Thickness
AFM
Resistivity
Nano-Indentation
TEM
STEM
AES
EDX

XRD

Tool
Perkin-Elmer Lambda 11
Tencor P2
Tencor P2
DI Dimension 3000
CDE Wafermap
MTS Nanoindentor XT
Philips Tecnai F2 OUT
Philips Tecnai F2 OUT
PHI-700
Oxford INCA’s
Rigaku Bragg-Brentano
/Rigaku DMAX II-B

Sample Type
Fig. 5.3
wafer
wafer
Fig. 5.3
wafer
1 X 1 cm
per TI
per TI
per TI
per TI

Fig. 5.4

Table 5.2: Sample Requirements for Chosen Analytical Techniques

5.4 Analysis Details
Table 5.3 gives an approximate breakdown of analysis techniques per target.
When reasonable, multiple tests were performed to generate statistical means and
deviations for each measurement type.
Technique

Tool
Sample Meas./Comp.
Perkin-Elmer Lambda 1, 2, 3,
Reflectivity
11
4
82
Stress
Tencor P2
wafer
12

Thickness
AFM
Resistivity
NanoIndent
TEM
STEM
AES
EDX
XRD

Tencor P2
DI Dimension 3000
CDE Wafermap
MTS Nanoindentor
XT
Philips Tecnai F2
OUT
Philips Tecnai F2
OUT
PHI-700
Oxford INCA’s
Rigaku BraggBrentano/DMAX II-B

wafer
1, 3
wafer

9
7
3

4

5

Comments
min. 3
measurements/datapoint
6 angles x2
middle 7 used for
averaging
1, 5, and 10 um scans
49 pt. wafermap
both hardness and
modulus

wafer

3

cross-section

wafer
wafer
wafer
XRD1,
XRD2
Total

2
1
1

cross-section
300s Sputter time
cross-section
Completed at RIT and
Kodak

2
128

Table 5.3: Analysis Summary
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Below are listed relevant measurement details for techniques listed in Table 5.3.
Thickness Measurement: As film thickness is highly sensitive to the orientation of the

wafer to the rotating platen in the CVC-601, wafer orientation was controlled. Fig. 5.5
shows the measurement locations on the wafer, with each of the nine points spaced 1 cm
apart and oriented perpendicular to the wafer flat. The wafers were then oriented as
shown in Fig. 5.6 with the flats facing the outside rim of the platen. This ensured that the
thickness measurements taken along the measurement line would be the worst-case
uniformity. The first and last measurement points were discarded as the extreme edges of
the wafer were not used in any measurement. A permanent marker was used to mark the
measurement line. The aluminum was removed with the line utilizing a cotton swab and
acetone post-deposition.

Figure 5.5: Thickness Measurement Map

Figure 5.6: Wafer Orientation in the Sputter
Chamber

Stress: To account for film thickness variation, stress measurements were taken using the

method described in Chapter 4 along multiple orientations of the wafer. 100 mm scans
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were oriented as shown in Fig. 5.7. Each of the six angles were measured twice and
averaged to provide the reported stress values for each film.

Figure 5.7: Stress Measurement Pattern

Reflectivity: All reflectivity scans were the average of three individual scans that were

referenced each to either a NIST-traceable reflectance aluminum standard or a
periodically calibrated secondary reflectance aluminum alloy standard. In between each
scan, the sample was re-seated in the sample holder, and the tool was auto-zeroed
between each sample. All scans were done at an incident angle of 20 degrees over a
wavelength range of 250 – 1100 nm, and most were completed at a monochrometer scan
rate of 960 nm/min. The measurements specifically used for modeling were done at a
slower rate of 240 nm/min, and were the average of 5 scans. All four samples were
monitored for a week after each deposition, after which sample 1 was used for modeling
scans.
AFM: Scans were completed on samples 1 and 3, with a total of 7 scans. Five scans were

completed at a 1 x 1 um size, one at 5 um, and one at 10 um. The composite average
RMS roughness of the 10, 5, and the average of the 1 um scans was reported as the
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sample’s RMS roughness. The only image processing that occurred was a plane-fit on
each image. Grain size was measured by line-section analysis, using 3 lines/per 1 um
scan image. The line length was divided by the number of complete grains intersected by
each line to compute average grain-diameter per sample.
Nano-indentation: All measurements were completed by C. Pratt at the University of

Rochester. Hardness and modulus values were the average of 5 indentations per sample.
The Poisson’s ratio of the sample was assumed to be that of bulk aluminum.
Consequently, the obtained measurements were more important for each sample relative
to one another, not in absolute terms.
Resistivity: The 4” 49-pt recipe was used on the CDE Wafermap, with one wafer

measured per deposition run. For the sinter study, wafer fragment were used, so reported
resistivity values were the average of three single-point measurements.
XRD: Analysis was completed at two locations. Screening XRD runs were completed in

the Advanced Materials Lab at RIT with the intent of identifying phases that were present
in the samples. Additional XRD measurements were completed at Eastman Kodak by Dr.
Tom Blanton that provided additional sensitivity. The Kodak XRD measurements
generated data on lattice parameters, crystallite size, relative peak intensity, and the
presence of intermetallic phases post-deposition.
The remainder of the analysis was completed at Texas Instruments Inc. Two
wafers from each Phase 1 deposition were sent to TI for sample preparation at their
discretion for TEM, STEM, and EDX analysis.
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5.5 Phase 1: Target Characterization
The first test phase was a characterization of the six candidate targets. Note that
the pure aluminum film was intended as a reference film, not as a potential final material.
Pure aluminum will be shown to have an undesirable susceptibility to stress-induced
hillocks, poor film hardness, and elevated levels of surface roughness in Chapter 6.
Additionally, characterization data was collected from samples from Texas Instruments
Inc. for reference purposes, but the information is proprietary and will not be disclosed in
this document. Sputtered films deposited with high deposition rates at low pressure are
linked to high specular reflectance, as the compressive films deposited under the above
conditions provide low surface roughness values and uniform grain structure [5, 6]. Each of
the six targets was deposited at the maximum allowable power under the following
conditions, shown in Table 5.4.

Power
Discharge Current
Discharge Voltage
Base Pressure
Sputter Pressure
Argon Flow
Pre-sputter Time
Sputter Time

500 W
1.05 - 1.07 A
470 - 480 V
9 x 10^-7 - 1.5 x 10^-6 Torr
2 mTorr
4.8 - 4.9 sccm
10 minutes
9.5 - 10.5 minutes*

Table 5.4: Sputter Run Parameters

Two deposition runs were required for each target for Phase 1 testing. The first
deposition run is required to determine sputter deposition rates for each target at the
above processing conditions utilizing the Tencor P2 profilometer. The second deposition
run was used to deposit 300 nm of each film onto eight oxidized substrates. Thus the
sputter time listed in Table 5.4 is a variable quantity. It was determined that the
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deposition rates for the selected aluminum alloys were approximately 30 nm/min. As a
result, the deposition rate runs were sputtered for 10 minutes, with the subsequent runs
adjusted in time as necessary to achieve the desired film thickness. To ensure the best
possible base pressure for deposition, all full test runs were allowed to pump down to
base pressure overnight. If 1.5E-6 Torr or lower pressure couldn’t be achieved in this
pump down, the run was aborted and the CVC-601 cryo pump regenerated. The current
and voltage between the anode and cathode during sputtering was monitored carefully as
well. Significant variations in these sputter parameters are indicative of changes in the
surface state of the target, or changes in the target’s position on the cathode. The
corresponding response to such a change was to recondition the target and, if necessary,
reseat the target on the sputter cathode until voltage levels returned to normal.
These wafers underwent the entire series of mechanical, electrical, and optical
tests described in Chapter 4. Special care was taken to monitor the levels of film stress
after each deposition. Texas Instruments Inc. specified a maximum stress level of 80
MPa, thus if one of the films demonstrated the desired optical output, subsequent
depositions would be warranted to ensure that the film could be deposited at stress levels
within specifications.

5.6 Phase 2: Secondary Testing
Upon completion of the primary phase of alloy characterization, it was deemed
important to examine the same film systems under two different conditions; deposition
process variation and an enhanced thermal budget. Accordingly, testing was completed to
examine the evolution of Al-Cu properties as a function of sputter pressure, and all
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characterized films underwent a traditional aluminum sinter for the measurement of key
material properties as the alloys form a more stable, multi-phase, solution.

5.6.1 Variation of Process Pressure
The nature of the proposed film’s application imparts significant constraints on
the film’s structural properties. Regardless of the reflectivity or hardness of a thin film for
MEMS applications, stress must be precisely controlled. Too much tensile or
compressive stress and freestanding film members can warp, fracture, sag, or have
sacrificial release problems. There are multiple process parameters that can be altered to
control stress levels in thin sputtered films. Power supplied to the sputter cathode is a
controlling factor in ion flux and ion energies directed at the substrate. Sputter pressure
determines the number of collisions ions undergo prior to reaching the wafer surface.
Substrate bias voltage will have an analogous relationship with ion energy and flux. All
of the above parameters and other process variables such as temperature have been
correlated to stress variation in sputtered films.
However, there were limitations on the ability to control stress levels at RIT due
to both tool and process restrictions. The deposition tool did not have the ability to bias
the substrate, and temperature was limited by the thermal budget requirements of the film
system. It was explained in the above section that there was reason to maintain as high a
deposition rate as possible. Accordingly, it was not desirable to lower sputter power if
possible. The resultant process variable used to control stress was sputter pressure. It was
varied through extremes, 2-11 mTorr, to determine if the compressive-tensile stress
transition can be achieved for the Al-1.0%Cu target. Additionally, the optical reflectivity,
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resistivity, and surface topography of the films were monitored for further insight into the
sensitivity of Al-Cu film properties to process variation.

5.6.2 Post-Deposition Anneal
As was discussed in Chapter 2, sputter deposition does not result in alloys with
equilibrium phase content. The rapid transition of metal ions from vapor to solid phase
results in a metastable solution with solute atoms occupying interstitial sites, defect sites,
and vacancies within the solid solution

[7]

. However, the as-deposited state remains only

until subsequent thermal processing occurs. The thermal load causes dispersion
strengthening in the aluminum alloy. Dispersion strengthening is the result of solute
atoms conglomerating and migrating towards grain boundaries, forming two-phase
materials with stable primary phases and intermetallic compounds. It results in increased
film hardness, grain growth, and reduced electrical resistivity [7, 8].
Typical semiconductor processing post deposition includes several thermal steps;
annealing, inter-level dielectric deposition, and lithography bake steps, with the sinter
typically the largest component of the post-deposition thermal budget. A anneal is an
anneal that is performed to aluminum alloys in IC processing. The general process calls
for a furnace anneal in an H2N2 ambient at 450C for 30 minutes. The anneal improves
electrical conductivity, provides lower contact resistance, enhanced electromigration
resistance, and dispersion strengthening relative to the deposited thin film [1].
While the intended thermal budget for this alloy system is extremely low, it is still
important to examine the evolution of film properties as they are exposed to a thermal
load. Samples from all tested alloys underwent a traditional aluminum sinter. AFM,
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resistivity, reflectivity, and XRD data was collected before and after the sinter. It was
expected that the anneal would alter film conductivity, the shape and strength of inter and
intra-band absorption, grain size, and surface topography.

5.7 Optical Modeling Approach
The approach taken to model film dispersion will be similar to that Theiss
employed to model Al-Ti and Al-Cr alloys [8]. Once reflectance data was collected off of
the sputtered alloys, it was imported into WVASE32. Two model layers were employed
for the aluminum alloy film, shown in Fig. 5.8.

Figure 5.8: Final film model

The film was first modeled as a single Drude-Lorentz layer. As the alloy films
had different plasma and damping frequencies than pure aluminum, literature-reported
values of plasma and damping frequencies will only be used as starting values in
WVASE32. A dielectric background contribution will be added to the model to account
for contributions to the dielectric function outside of the measured range. It was found
that a model consisting of one Drude oscillator combined with 2-4 Lorentz oscillators.
The final Drude-Lorentz dielectric function was used to calculate estimates of DC
conductivity and free electron concentration.
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Figure 5.9: Simulation of sputtered aluminum alloy [8]

In Fig. 5.9, the first simulation represents the single-layer Drude-Lorentz model
for an aluminum alloy. Note that as the wavelength decreases, reflectivity increasingly
diverges from the ideal model. This light-scattering effect was accounted for by the
second layer in the model. The dielectric function generated by the Drude-Lorentz model
is used as the EMA particle dielectric with air being supplied as the matrix material. The
thickness of the layer was taken to be twice the RMS surface roughness obtained from
AFM imaging of the film surface, thus the layer accounts for both grain topography and
hillock density. A Bruggeman weighting was chosen for the EMA in this model as it was
determined to provide a much better fit to the experimental data than a linear or MaxwellGannett EMA. Porosity was varied to obtain a good fit to the experimental data.
WVASE32 utilizes a sophisticated algorithm to fit a model to experimental data.
The Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm is used to minimize the mean-square error (MSE)
between experimental and generated data

[9]

. It smoothly interpolates between two

different MSE reduction techniques, the inverse Hessian and the gradient method. It fits
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the model over the whole MSE surface for the experimental data. As implemented in
WVASE32, it provides a fast and powerful model minimization, progressively iterating
until a minimum MSE difference is achieved between successive iterations of the model
fit. The Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm’s primary weakness is that it can easily
converge on a local MSE minimum, instead of the global minimum. As a result, critical
importance must be placed on the order in which the model parameters are enabled in the
model to ensure a meaningful model fit.
For the two-layer model utilized in this thesis, there were a total of 17 different
variable model parameters, comprised of Drude amplitude and broadening, Lorentz
center energy, amplitude, and broadening for each of the four oscillators, the background
contribution, and the porosity of the EMA layer. If all model parameters were turned on
at once, the model would either converge on a non-unique solution or not converge at all.
Through repeated testing, the following sequence in Table 5.5 was found to generate a
converged solution with a dielectric function that displayed the characteristics of a thin
film with similar properties to a pure aluminum thin film. An oscillator model based on
Palik’s optical constants for aluminum was used as the starting condition. For films with
reflectance spectra that significantly vary from aluminum, the model must be built from
scratch. Generally, a Drude term and a single oscillator are manually fit to the curve prior
to attempting an iterating solution. The results of this iteration are then used to decide to
add additional oscillators as necessary to a maximum of five additional oscillators. Again
the EMA layer is taken to be twice the RMS roughness measured via AFM. This
approach was necessary for the Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu and Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu.
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Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
ε0 -

Am Br Ec -

EMA Drude
Lorentz #1
Lorentz #2
Lorentz #3
Lorentz #4
%
ε0
Am Br Am Br Ec Am Br Ec Am Br Ec Am Br Ec
Void

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X X

X

X X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X X

X

X X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X X

X

X X

X

X X

X

X X

X

X X

X
X

X X
X X

X
X

X X
X X

X
X

X X
X X

X
X
X

X

Dielectric
Background
Oscillator
Amplitude
Oscillator
Broadening
Oscillator Center Position
Table 5.5: Sequence Used for WVASE32 Modeling
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X
X

X
X X

The sequence described in Table 5.5 generates both real and imaginary dielectric
functions that do not radically deviate from the literature values reported by Palik

[10]

. It

generates excellent MSE levels for the entirety of the specified wavelength range. Note
that the dielectric background was fixed at 1, not used as a variable parameter as it was
found to destabilize the model fit across the entire model. This was done per the
recommendation of J.A. Woolam for Lorentz modeling

[10]

. Attempted models that

required fewer steps or more active fit parameters per cycle generated significant
deviation of the dielectric function around the 800 nm absorption band from the values
reported by Palik [10].

5.8 Summary
Tables 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8 list the process tools, analysis equipment, and capital
items purchased for use over the course of the thesis. Funding for capital purchases was
supported by Texas Instruments Inc., and process tool time and certain analysis
techniques were supported jointly by Texas Instruments Inc. and the Microelectronic
Engineering Department at RIT.

Process
Wafer Clean
Thermal Oxidation
HF pre-clean
Sputter Deposition

Tool
MOS RCA Bench
Bruce Diffusion Furnace
MOS RCA Bench
CVC-601

Table 5.6: Process Summary
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Measurement
Film Thickness
Stress
Resistivity
Reflectivity

AFM
Nano-Indentation
XRD
TEM
STEM
AES
EDX

Tool
Tencor P2
Tencor P2
CDE Wafermap
Perkin Elmer Lambda 11
Digital Instruments Dimension
3000
MTS NanoIndenter XL
Rigaku Bragg Brentano/
DMAX-IIB
Philips Tecnai F2 OUT
Philips Tecnai F2 OUT
PHI-700
Oxford INCA’s

Location
SMFL
SMFL
SMFL
SMFL

Advanced Materials Lab
University of Rochester
Eastman Kodak/University of
Rochester
Texas Instruments Inc.
Texas Instruments Inc.
Texas Instruments Inc.
Texas Instruments Inc.

Table 5.7: Analysis Summary

Material Costs
4 Boxes of Wafers (25
wafers/box)
(6) 4” dia. 0.25” thk. Sputter
Targets
WVASE32 Software
Reflectance Standards
AFM OTESPA Tips
Nano-Indentation Analysis
Table 5.8: Capital Summary
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Chapter 6

Characterization Results
All analytical techniques were employed at standard temperature and pressure. An
estimate of error was generated for each analysis technique as was practical. Error bars
on graphs in chapters 6 & 7 are one standard deviation in magnitude unless stated
otherwise. Additional TEM imagery, EDX measurements, AFM images, raw Auger
spectra, and reflectance data can be found in the accompanying Appendices on the
attached CD.

6.1 Film Thickness Summary
Film thickness was targeted at 300 nm for each film during deposition rate runs.
For the wafers used in the primary phase of target characterization, the film thicknesses
are summarized below in Table 6.1:

Film
Al
Al-0.5%Cu
Al-1.0%Cu
Al-1.5%Cu
Al-2.0%Cr1.0%Cu
Al-2.0%Ti1.0%Cu

Deposition Rate
(nm/s)
0.48
0.56
0.59
0.56

Average Thickness
(nm)
290.94
310.58
289.52
314.98

Standard Deviation
(nm)
18.33
14.84
23.52
15.34

0.49

291.10

19.60

0.50

302.34

15.16

Table 6.1: Film Thickness Summary for Each Deposited Alloy

All deposition rates for fixed 500W deposition were between 0.4 and 0.6 nm/s, leading to
a total deposition time of just under 10 minutes. Thicknesses for each film were within 20
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nm of the target, with standard deviations of film thickness calculated at less than 10% of
film thickness. Note that only the inner 7 thickness measurement points, approximately
the inner 6 cm of the wafer were used in calculating the film thickness. As expected, the
combination of the 4” sputter cathode and the 4” wafer led to substantial variation in film
thickness as a function of radial position, shown in Fig. 6.1:
Thickness Profile for 4"Sputter Cathode
3500

3000

Thickness (Angstroms)

2500

2000

1500

Usable Wafer Area for Testing
1000

500

0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Distance from Wafer Flat (cm)

Figure 6.1: Thickness as a Function of Radial Wafer Position

Clearly, film thickness falls off radially from the center of the wafer along the axis
normal to the direction of rotation for the sputter platen during deposition. As a result,
only the inner 2” of the coated wafers were used for testing.
For the deposition runs at different sputter pressures, the film thicknesses are summarized
in Table 6.2 below:
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Film
2 mTorr
5 mTorr
8 mTorr
11
mTorr

Deposition Rate
(nm/s)
0.60
0.56
0.48

Average Thickness
(nm)
289.52
312.96
290.12

Standard Deviation
(nm)
23.52
13.18
24.28

0.47

292.02

16.80

Table 6.2: Al-1.0%Cu Deposition Rates as a Function of Deposition Pressure

As would be expected, the deposition rate decreases as the pressure is increased. As the
pressure is increased, the mean free path for gas atoms in the deposition chamber
decreases, thus increases the amount of collisions each target atoms undergoes as it
transits to the substrate. This results in less energetic target material atoms during
sputtering, decreasing the deposition rate [1].

6.2 Microstructure
Microstructure and morphology were among the most closely studied aspects of
each deposited film on account of their vital importance to the success of the optical
modeling. Selected AFM and TEM images are shown in the following subsections.

6.2.1 AFM Results
All AFM images were taken at scan frequencies between 0.8 and 1.0 Hz. The fine
nature of the microstructure being imaged caused measurement to be extremely sensitive
to the sharpness of the AFM tip. Tips were calibrated against reference samples prior to
each measurement session, and were changed as needed. However, the finite nature of the
AFM tip does cause some imaging artifacts such as blurring and tip imaging. These were
occasionally noticed on some samples, especially the pure aluminum sample. These
effects did not overwhelm images generated through the course of this work, but the
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vertical range, as small as 10 nm for some samples, was close to the limit for
measurement without significant image post-processing. Finer samples would require deconvolution of the tip shape from the image. This was not deemed necessary for this
work, with image plane-flattening the only post-processing used.

6.2.1.1 AFM Images
Images are provided below at 10 µm, 5 µm, and 1 µm magnification for all six
film compositions in Figs. 6.2-6.7 below.

Pure Aluminum:

A)
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B)

C)

Figure 6.2: A) 10 µm AFM Scan of Pure Aluminum. B) 5 µm AFM Scan of Pure Aluminum. C) 3D Image of
1 µm AFM Scan of Pure Aluminum

The pure aluminum film shows clear evidence of hillocks protruding 50-100 nm from the
film surface. This is evidence of the aluminum being deposited in a condition of
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compressive stress, but the magnitude of the stress could be small due to the extremely
poor hillock resistance of aluminum. The grains are relatively large and irregular in shape
with clear definition between the grains.

Al-0.5%Cu:

A)

B)
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C)

Figure 6.3: A) 10 µm AFM Scan of Al-0.5%Cu. B) 5 µm AFM Scan of Pure Al-0.5%Cu. C) 3D Image of
1 µm AFM Scan of Pure Al-0.5%Cu

With a solute addition of only 0.5% copper, there is already significant grain refinement.
The grains are smaller, more uniform, and the total height range for the surface is an
order of magnitude better than pure aluminum, less than 15 nm. No evidence of hillock
formation was noted for this film.

Al-1.0%Cu:

A)
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B)

C)

Figure 6.4: A) 10 µm AFM Scan of Al-1.0%Cu. B) 5 µm AFM Scan of Pure Al-1.0%Cu. C) 3D Image of
1 µm AFM Scan of Pure Al-1.0%Cu

The 1.0% Cu film is similar in morphology to the 0.5% Cu film. Again, no hillocks were
observed, and total z-height was below 15 nm. The grains appear to be slightly smaller in
the 1.0% Cu film.
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Al-1.5%Cu:

A)

B)
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C)

Figure 6.5: A) 10 µm AFM Scan of Al-1.5%Cu. B) 5 µm AFM Scan of Pure Al-1.5%Cu. C) 3D Image
of 1 µm AFM Scan of Pure Al-1.5%Cu

The 1.5% Cu film demonstrates further grain refinement over the lower concentration
copper films. The grains are similar in size, but the total vertical range for these samples
is less than 10 nm. This is a level of planarity that is approaching the magnitude of an
evaporated film.
Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu:

A)
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B)

C)

Figure 6.6: A) 10 µm AFM Scan of Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu. B) 5 µm AFM Scan of Pure Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu.
C) 3D Image of 1 µm AFM Scan of Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu

Again, the Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu demonstrates a well refined grain structure compared to
the pure aluminum thin film. The film surface has a similar vertical range to the prior
samples with comparable grain sizes.
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Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu:

A)

B)
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C)

Figure 6.7: A) 10 µm AFM Scan of Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu. B) 5 µm AFM Scan of Pure Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu.
C) 3D Image of 1 µm AFM Scan of Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu

The Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu film along with the Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu shows the largest
effect of solute additions on aluminum films of the alloys tested. Both vertical range and
grain size are strongly affected. Their respective surfaces are comparable to the quality of
evaporated films [2].
The results of the AFM scans confirm that grain refinement is achievable in
sputtered aluminum thin films with small amounts of solute addition. All measured alloys
exhibit a film surface much more specular than that of pure aluminum, including
measured regions of the aluminum film without hillocks. The solute additions act as
crystalline defects, reducing grain size and by result reducing surface topography

[3]

.

Interestingly, there appears to be a saturation limit for solute addition to the morphology
of the deposited alloys. The 0.5% Cu alloy does not appear significantly different than the
1.5% Cu alloys, and the ternary alloys are not substantially different than the Al-Cu
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alloys. This is not entirely unexpected on account of the extremely low solid solubility of
most elements in aluminum. The 0.5% Cu is approximately the limit of stable solid
solubility, indicating that the remaining solute located at vacancies, defect sites, and
interstitial positions are not appreciably altering the grain structure.

6.2.1.2 Measured RMS Roughness
RMS roughness for all alloys was obtained from 50 nm scale AFM scans of 10, 5, and 1
µm scans after flattening the images with a single plane fit. The results of these

measurements are listed in Table 6.3 and Fig. 6.8 below:
AFM RMS Roughness
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Al-0.5%Cu

Al-1%Cu

Al-1.5%Cu

Al-2%Cr-1%Cu

Al-2%Ti1%-Cu

Alloy

Figure 6.8: AFM-measured RMS Roughness Values for Sputtered Alloys

The effect of solute addition on aluminum thin films is clearly evident. All measured
alloys demonstrate drastically reduced levels of surface roughness, all less than 2 nm
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RMS, and several with RMS values below 1 nm. The wide error bars on the pure
aluminum sample are attributed to the high hillock density reported for those samples
under the chosen deposition conditions.

Material

Average (nm)

Standard Deviation (nm)

Al

11.05

3.93

Al-0.5%Cu

1.37

0.07

Al-1%Cu

1.39

0.07

Al-1.5%Cu

0.97

0.08

Al-2%Cr-1%Cu

0.99

0.12

Al-2%Ti1%-Cu

1.20

0.14

Table 6.3: Calculated RMS Roughness Values from AFM

6.2.2 TEM Images
Cross-section TEM imaging was carried out by failure analysis labs at Texas
Instrument Inc.. Their TEM equipment has the capability of bright-field TEM and darkfield high-angle scanning-TEM (STEM) through an HAADF detector. The HAADF
detector also has EDX capability attached, and will be utilized in Section 6.4.2.
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Pure Aluminum:

Hillock Protrusion

Figure 6.9: Bright-field TEM of Pure Aluminum

Hillock Protrusion

Figure 6.10: Dark-field STEM of Pure Aluminum
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Texas Instruments Inc. reported difficulty in sample preparation for this particular
sample, so high magnification images were not possible. Both bright and dark-field
images, shown in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10, do show evidence of the hillock formation observed
via AFM. Note that no voids are observed in the vicinity of the protruding hillock.
Hillocks are a mechanism to relieve stress from densely packed films to achieve stress
equilibrium, thus the deformation does not necessarily result in the opening of voids.

Al-0.5%Cu:

Figure 6.11: Bright-field TEM of Al-0.5%Cu
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Figure 6.12: Dark-Field STEM of Al-0.5%Cu

As would be expected from the Standard Zone Diagram, Fig. 6.11 shows that the
deposited films are fibrous in nature with the long axis of the grain normal to the
substrate. The dark area at the bottom of Fig. 6.11 indicates a region of higher x-ray
scattering, thus indicating either a region of increased defectivity in the sample film or
damage from sample preparation.
From observations of Fig. 6.12, the fibrous nature of the alloy is confirmed, and it
appears that the grains are not completely columnar, not extending from the top of the
film to the bottom of the film. This suggests a compressive film according to the SZD [1].
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Al-1.0%Cu

Figure 6.13: Bright-field TEM of Al-1.0%Cu

Figure 6.14: Dark-field STEM of Al-1.0%Cu
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The Al-1.0%Cu sample in Fig. 6.13 shows clearly defined, fibrous grains that are
roughly 40 nm in width. The grains are mostly columnar, and do not exhibit significant
void concentration at grain boundaries, indicating a compressive film as well. The
intensity differences between grains, and regions within grains, suggests regions of
differing composition. To confirm this suspicion, HAADF Dark-field imaging was
employed. As contrast in HAADF is based on the z-number of elements in the sample, it
can be used to determine if there are regions of differing composition [4]. Fig. 6.14 clearly
shows this to be true. There is not significant decoration of grain boundaries, indicating
that most of the copper solute is contained within the grains. However, there are clearly
regions or grains that are richer in copper than the bulk of the film. HAADF is not
capable of determining whether these regions are simply copper rich, copper precipitates,
or if they are intermetallic precipitates.
Al-1.5%Cu:

Figure 6.15: Bright-field TEM of Al-1.5%Cu
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Figure 6.16: Dark-field STEM of Al-1.5%Cu

The Al-1.5% Copper film has a similar bright-field appearance in terms of grain
orientation and texture to the 0.5% and 1.0% Cu films, seen in Fig. 15. As with the 1.0%
copper film, there are regions of differing copper content, shown in Fig. 6.16. This
phenomenon appears to be dependant on solute concentration, as the 1.5% sample shows
an increase in dark-field contrast variation. Interestingly, these regions appear to mostly
nucleate early in the film deposition, with most contrast variation beginning on the metaloxide interface and precipitating upwards into the film. This would suggest a minimal
impact on film reflectivity as the penetration depth for radiation is much less than half the
film thickness for the wavelength range of interest.
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Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu:

Figure 6.17: Bright-field TEM of Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu

Figure 6.18: Dark-field TEM of Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu
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Figure 6.19: Dark-field STEM of Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu

The addition of titanium to Al-1.0%Cu significantly changed the morphology.
Crystallites are more strongly tapered and needlelike, with some grains appearing to be
continuous to both film surfaces according to Figs. 6.17 and 6.18. This indicates a film
deep in Zone T on the SZD, in all likelihood a compressively stressed film. A dark-field
TEM was taken as well in Fig. 6.18 to highlight grains in the film, showing that grain
widths are similar in size to Al-1.0%Cu, roughly 40 nm. The HAADF image in Fig. 6.19
does not show the same regions of differing atomic concentration as the higherconcentration Al-Cu films, indicating that the transition metal ternary element is the
dominant operant solute in controlling film microstructure. In this case, the copper
content is likely located on defects caused by the Titanium content. Some of the tapered
crystallites in the HAADF image do appear to differ in content, but this must be
confirmed by XRD and EDX.
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Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu:

Figure 6.20: Bright-field TEM of Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu

Figure 6.21: Dark-field STEM of Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu
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Fig. 6.20 shows that the grains in Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu are not just fibrous; their
columnar structure extends throughout the whole thickness of the film. This is in stark
contrast to all the other film systems tested. Again the grain width is approximately 40
nm. The dark-field STEM shown in Fig 6.21 is quite uniform in contrast except for the
grain boundaries. This indicates uniformly doped grains, all of which are supersaturated,
with copper or chromium rich regions residing between the grains.
It is interesting that while the surface AFM morphology is nearly identical for all
tested alloys, the underlying film microstructure can vary by a large amount. From an
optical standpoint, the surface scattering effects from each film should be similar, but will
be expected to have significantly different bulk properties, such as variations in Drude
conductivity or Lorentz oscillator position. Specifically, the TEM cross-sections for the
titanium and chromium doped samples indicate that the bulk contribution will be
substantially different.

6.2.3 Grain Size Estimates
6.2.3.1 AFM
1 um X 1 um AFM images were used to generate estimates of grain size for each
film. 5 lines were used, counting each region between marked boundaries as a grain, and
each end of line section as half of a grain. A sample sectioned image is shown in Fig.
6.22 below, and the results are displayed in Fig. 6.23:
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Figure 6.22: Line-Section of Pure Aluminum AFM Image
Calculated Grain Size from Line Section of AFM Images
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Figure 6.23: Grain Sizes Estimated from AFM
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Al-2%Cr-1%Cu

The pure aluminum film has grains that are approximately 100 nm in diameter while
displaying the widest variation in grain size. The alloy thin films exhibit almost a 50%
reduction in grain size as well as a reduction in the distribution of grain sizes. Grain
boundaries are more easily nucleated with the increased voids, interstitials, and other
defects attributed to solute addition. The grain refinement for the Al-Cu alloys appears to
saturate at a percentage as small as 0.5% Cu with little change at higher concentrations.
The titanium and chromium doped samples demonstrate a slightly higher degree of grain
refinement.

6.2.3.2 XRD
Four samples were sent to Kodak for thin-film XRD with the support of Dr. Tom
Blanton, pure Al, Al-1.0%Cu, Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu, and Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu using a
Rigaku Bragg-Brentano diffractometer equipped with CuKα radiation, a diffracted beam
graphite monochromator, and a scintillation detector. The Scherrer technique was utilized
at Kodak to estimate the crystallite size using the (111) peak, as aluminum sputters in a
(111) preferred orientation. The results of this calculation are listed in Table 6.4

Alloy
Pure Al

Crystallite Size Calculated from
the (111) Peak (nm)
52

Al-1.0%Cu

38

Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu

27

Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu

29

Table 6.4: Scherrer Crystallite Sizes for Selected Films
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As was expected from the AFM results, the aluminum film has the largest crystallite size,
and the two samples with the most grain refinement, Al-Ti-Cu and Al-Cr-Cu, display the
smallest grain size.

6.2.3.4 Comparison of Methods
Comparison of XRD and AFM Grain Estimates
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Figure 6.24: Comparison of AFM and XRD Grain Sizes

The crystallite sizes calculated via the Scherrer technique were systematically smaller
than the AFM estimates of grain size. The Scherrer technique is based on the broadening
of XRD peaks. Its use requires the assumption that crystallite size is the only parameter
contributing to line broadening. However, all deposited thin films exhibit some
magnitude of residual stress, an additional parameter that causes line broadening. To deconvolute the two parameters, the analysis of multiple XRD peaks is necessary. This was
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not done for this dataset, thus some underestimation of crystallite size is expected in
comparison to the purely morphological estimation of grain size from AFM.

6.3 Crystal Structure
There were several important material parameters that were desired of XRD
analysis. Foremost was the identification of crystalline phases, a property that the above
TEM imagery necessitated even further. In some of the samples, there are visible nonhomogeneities in spatial composition of the films, although it was expected that the
metastable, as-deposited films would contain only super-saturated aluminum phases.
XRD can determine whether these are Cu-rich precipitates or crystalographically oriented
phases of copper or intermetallic compounds. Other properties of interest were the lattice
parameter for aluminum, crystallite sizes, and the relative intensity of the (111) peak.
The Rigaku DMAX II-B was designed principally for powder XRD, and was able
to only generate a limited intensity reflectance from the 300 nm alloy films. As a result, it
was primarily used to identify aluminum phases and to monitor the intensity of the (111)
peak, a measure of defectivity in the crystalline grains. The resulting XRD scans are
shown below for each alloy in Figs. 6.25-6.30:
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Figure 6.25: XRD Spectrum of Pure Aluminum
300 nm Al-0.5%Cu
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Figure 6.26: XRD Spectrum of Al-0.5%Cu
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Figure 6.27: XRD Spectrum of Al-1.0%Cu
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Figure 6.28: XRD Spectrum of Al-1.5%Cu
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Figure 6.29: XRD Spectrum of Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu
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Figure 6.30: XRD Spectrum of Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu

The scans were completed with a slew rate of 2 degrees/minute, with a sampling
rate of 1 sample per every 0.01 degrees. All samples demonstrated thin films with
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crystalline aluminum peaks according to PDF 04-0787. Peaks for the (111), (200), and
(220) are highlighted on the plots above. Note that a broad peak sometimes accompanied
by stronger, sharper peaks around 70 degrees is generated due to the silicon wafer
substrate. All samples except the Al-1.5% film had a dominant (111) orientation, with the
Al-1.5% also showing the weakest (111) peak of all samples. It was expected for
sputtered aluminum to be highly textured in this respect. The reduction in (111) is an
indicator of increased disorder in the film, an observation corroborated by the copper rich
regions suggested by the HAADF STEM image of Fig. 6.16. However, no crystalline
peaks other than aluminum and silicon were detected in any samples. This corroborates
the theory of the metastable nature of the as-deposited alloy thin films.
The (111) peak height decreases as a function of copper content. This peak was
recorded on each sample, centered, and plotted against the distance from the peak center
in Fig. 6.31 below:
Aluminum (111) Peak Height as a Function of Copper Content
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Figure 6.31: (111) Peak Heights as a Function of Copper Content
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The maximum signal obtained using the Rigaku DMAX II-B was approximately
500 counts, so the pure Al, Al-1.0%Cu, Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu, and Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu
samples were sent to be measured by the Rigaku Bragg-Bretano Diffractometer at Kodak.
The resulting thin film XRD spectra are plotted below in Figs. 6.32-6.35.

Figure 6.32: Thin Film XRD Scan of Pure Aluminum
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Figure 6.33: Thin Film XRD Scan of Al-1.0%Cu

Figure 6.34: Thin Film XRD Scan of Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu
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Figure 6.35: Thin Film XRD Scan of Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu

Lattice parameter based
on Al (111) (Å)
Net Peak Ht Intensity Al
(111) (c/s)
Relative Net Peak Ht
Intensity Al (111)
Relative Net Peak Ht
Intensity Al (200)
Relative Net Peak Ht
Intensity Al (220)
Relative Net Peak Ht
Intensity Al (222)
Crystallite Size in Al
(111) plane (Å)

Pure Al

Al-1.0%Cu

Al-2.0%Ti- Al-2.0%Cr1.0%Cu
1.0%Cu
4.049
4.039

4.047

4.041

32319

1682

1827

1351

100

100

100

100

0.7

7

8.6

7.3

ND

10.2

10

18.5

2.4

1.3

2.2

ND

520

380

370

290

Table 6.5: Summary of Kodak Thin Film XRD Analysis
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Data from Kodak is summarized in Table 6.5 above. The intensity counts were
several orders of magnitude larger for this dataset than earlier measurements, but the
trends were consistent between both XRD tools. No, non-aluminum, non-silicon peaks
were detected. The pure aluminum film demonstrated the strongest (111) peak height.
The measured lattice parameter of the pure sample was 4.047Å, close to the value of
4.049Å reported in PDF-4-0787. The Al-1.0%Cu and Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu showed the
largest deviation in lattice parameter, which is indicative of strain imparted on the lattice
by the combination of solute inclusion in the lattice and residual stress mechanisms. It
was expected that the lattice parameter would decrease for the evaluated alloys as Ti, Cr,
and Cu possess smaller lattice constants than aluminum. This assumes that supersaturated
solid solutions are being formed. Interestingly, the Al-1.0%Cu film exhibits a larger
lattice parameter shift than the Al-Ti-Cu alloy, indicating that the Al-Cu alloy consists of
grains with a higher defect density.
There is one caveat to any inferred understandings from the reported lattice
parameter. As the preferred orientation of the film generated a pattern containing a strong
(111) peak and relatively small peaks for other crystal orientations, only the (111) peak
was used for lattice parameter determination. Consequently, it is expected that there will
be some systematic error in the reported lattice parameter, regardless of how good the
sample orientation is in the tool. To avoid this, it is common to fit the lattice parameter to
5 or more peaks, but this was not done in this case.
The ratio of (200) to (111) peak intensity is shown below in Fig. 6.36:
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Figure 6.36: Relative Intensity of the (200) Peak

According to PDF4-0787, the (200)/(100) ratio for a non-textured aluminum sample is
47%, suggesting all films have sputtered in a preferred (111) orientation. The stronger the
(111) peak is relative to other crystalline peaks, the high the quality of the crystalline
lattice within each grain. As was expected, the solute content in the alloy thin films
increased the defectivity in each grain. As a result, it is expected that the electrical
resistivity, according to Matthiessen’s rule, should be higher than pure aluminum, and the
free electron concentration should be reduced [1].
To further examine the nature of the observed copper precipitates, an Al-1.0%Cu
sample was sent to the University of Rochester for glancing angle XRD. Glancing angle
XRD is a variation on the traditional θ-2θ XRD geometry. The sample is oriented so that
a small angle is present between the incident x-ray beam and the sample surface. The
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angle between the specular reflected beam and a beam generated by Bragg diffraction is
the 2θ angle for the interfering planes. By scanning 2θ angles with the detector, a
diffraction pattern is generated. The glancing angle detects diffraction from planes
perpendicular to the sample surface, minimizing the influence of the substrate and
providing a larger effective film thickness to collect diffraction information from. For a
highly textured sample such as those in this study, the relative peak heights and
integrated intensities are not correct, but enhanced sensitivity to small secondary phases
is achieved. The tool used was a PANanalytical, X’Pert PRO, Materials Research
Diffractometer, with the thin film attachment. The following diffraction pattern was
obtained:

Figure 6.37: Glancing Angle XRD Pattern of Al-1.0%Cu
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Table 6.6: Collected Glancing Angle Peak Heights for Al-1.0%Cu

Fig. 6.37 contains the collected diffraction pattern and Table 6.6 the information from the
peak positions in Fig. 6.37. Note that as expected, relative peak intensities do not match
the patterns obtained via conventional XRD configurations. All the measured peaks
except for the large, sharp peak and accompanying small, broad peak near 55 degrees
were matched by aluminum PDF 04-0787. The sharp peal at 54.2 degrees appears to
match AlCu PDF 26-0016, indicating the presence of an intermetallic compound.
Copper has enough atomic mobility at room temperature to precipitate out
intermetallic compounds. The precipitation of copper from an aluminum matrix begins
with the formation of Guinier-Preston (GP) zones, small, mostly coherent, discs
comprised of a monolayer of copper oriented parallel to specific crystalline planes. In the
case of aluminum, GP zones typically align along {100} planes. The precipitate
formation in binary aluminum-copper alloys first transitions from a supersaturated solid
solution to GP1 zones then to GP2 zones i.e., θ´´ a metastable phase, to θ´ a transient
phase and ultimately to CuAl and CuAl2. GP1 zones consist of small, coherent monolayer
discs of copper. GP2 zones are also small and disc-shaped, but are a more complex
layered precipitate of aluminum and copper. The number of transitions required for
equilibrium precipitation indicates the difficulty in nucleating CuAl2. The relative
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location of the sharp peak at 55 degrees and the broad peak at 54 degrees indicates that
the peaks are linked. The broad peak is most likely from the formation of small GP1
precipitates, 4-5 nm in size, and consists of nearly coherent planes. These decompose into
the sharper peak, the equilibrium AlCu phase with a slightly larger cell with a strain
difference of 2% from the GP precipitate.

6.4 Composition
6.4.1 Auger Electron Spectroscopy
AES was obtained for two samples, the 0.5% Cu and 1.5% Cu samples. The
samples were sputtered with a 5 KeV-2 uA argon ion beam rastered over a 2 mm by 2
mm sample area at a rate that sputters SiO2 at a rate of 85 angstroms/s. The electron beam
used as a probe was 10 KeV. The results for these two samples are plotted below in Figs.
6.38 and 6.39.
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Figure 6.38: AES Profile of Al-0.5%Cu
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Figure 6.39: AES Profile of Al-0.5%Cu

At the surface, the large oxygen percentage is indicative of the 2-4 nm native
oxide that grows immediately on the surface upon exiting the deposition chamber

[1]

.

Also, it appears that the copper content in the surface oxide is less than 0.5%, below that
of each target composition. The less copper in the oxide, the more stable the Al2O3 film
should be in atmosphere, preserving the optical performance of the surface. As the ion
beam sputters deeper into the sample, the oxygen content drops to 2-5%. For a deposition
system with ~1E-6 Torr base pressure, this is approximately the expected impurity level
[1]

. The consequences of the impurity content are a slight decrease in the reflectivity of

the film, a weakening of the preferred orientation relative to an oxygen-free film, and in
increase in film hardness

[1]

. The copper content percentages drop to approximately the

%wt. content of the targets, 1.17% wt. and 3.46% wt. respectively for the 0.5% and 1.5%
at. films, as depth into the film increases . The remainder of the film composition is
comprised of aluminum.
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6.4.2 Energy Dispersive X-ray
EDX was completed at Texas Instruments Inc. using an EDX detector attached to
an STEM tool through the HAADF detector. A variety of single point and wide area
elemental maps were carried out for all six characterized film systems:
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Figure 6.40: EDX Results for Pure Aluminum

With the poor, aluminum sample preparation, little microstructure information was
inferred from the TEM images, so EDX spots were chosen across broad areas. Both EDX
sample points in Fig. 6.40 show major peaks of aluminum, gallium, and copper. The
gallium inclusion is assumed to come from the FIB sample preparation, and the copper is
assumed to be attributable to either sample prep or contamination of the sample during
deposition, storage, or transit to TI.

Al-0.5%Cu:

Figure 6.41: EDX Coppermap of Al-0.5%Cu
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The red line in Fig. 6.41 indicates the metal-oxide interface on the EDX Cu-map.
This sample exhibits a uniform distribution of copper throughout the sample, thus is in
agreement with the TEM images. As-deposited Al-0.5%Cu appears to be a well dispersed
solid solution.
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Figure 6.42: EDX Results for Al-1.0%Cu
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Figure 6.43: EDX Cu-map of Al-1.0%Cu

EDX results in both Figs. 6.42 and 6.43 clearly confirm the existence of copper
rich regions within the Al-1.0%Cu films. EDX samples taken from different contrast
portions of the HAADF dark-field images generate starkly different count levels for
copper. A wide field Cu-map shows multiple copper-rich regions, most precipitating on
the metal-oxide interface. Based on XRD results, these regions are not organized
intermetallics or precipitates.
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Al-1.5%Cu:

Figure 6.44: EDX Cu-Map of Al-1.5%Cu

The Cu-map of Al-1.5%Cu film in Fig. 6.44 is similar to that of the 1.0%Cu
sample. Well defined copper-rich regions are found throughout the film in increased
density compared to the 1.0%Cu sample. These regions seem to predominantly nucleate
at the metal-oxide interface as did the Al-1.0%Cu sample. Again, these regions are not
detectable via XRD.
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Figure 6.45: EDX Results for Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu

The EDX results in Fig.6.45 show clearly defined peaks for aluminum, titanium and
copper. EDX measurements taken at multiple points across the film sample did not
demonstrate significantly different peak heights for any alloy constituents.
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Figure 6.46: EDX Cu-map of Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu

Figure 6.47: EDX Ti-map of Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu
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Unlike the higher percentage Al-Cu samples, both copper and more particularly
titanium appear to be uniformly dispersed throughout the film according to Figs. 6.456.47. There are several interesting features in the Cu-map shown in Fig. 6.46. The top
interface appears to be deficient of copper, corroborating the AES measurements on the
Al-Cu films. Interestingly, there appears to be a Cu rich region immediately at the metaloxide interface. It is not known whether the interface layer is a measurement artifact or
specific to film nucleation on an oxide surface.
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Figure 6.48: EDX Results for Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu
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Figure 6.49: EDX Cu-map of Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu

Figure 6.50: EDX Cr-map of Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu
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The copper distribution within the film in Fig. 6.49 is not as uniform as in the
titanium doped film. There look to be more grain boundary decoration and nucleation of
copper-rich areas within the film. The chromium in Fig. 6.50 appears to agglomerate into
small Cr-rich areas within the film as well. Additionally, the metal-oxide interface
appears to be chromium deficient. Again, no measurable intermetallic precipitates have
been observed.

6.5 Film Stress
Stress measurements were averaged from a total of 12 scans at six different
angles. Positive stress values are tensile, and compressive stress is denoted by negative
values. Standard deviation values for cross-wafer stress measurement of 20-40 MPa were
commonly recorded.

6.5.1 Stress as a Function of Copper Content
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Figure 6.51: Film Stress as a Function of Copper Content
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Fig. 6.51 summarizes stress as a function of copper content. The pure aluminum
film was measured to be slightly tensile in nature, but this is not a reliable measurement.
Most of the stress was released via hillock formation soon after deposition, so the actual
magnitude of its deposited stress is unknown. All of the alloy films are slightly
compressive, but with absolute magnitudes, i.e. less than 80-100 MPa, that are easily
acceptable to MEMS processing. This level of stress should not cause significant
deformation of freestanding MEMS members. While being aware of the large stress
standard deviations, there appears to be a trend of slightly increasing stress as a function
of copper content. This can likely be explained by the size mismatch between copper and
aluminum atoms. The mismatch would cause distortion of the lattice structure within
each grain, and its effect would be enhanced by the supersaturated grains of the as
deposited film. The limiting factor for this type of intrinsic stress would most likely be
due to the eventually precipitation of copper-rich regions from the bulk of the aluminum
grains, as was seen in the dark-field STEM images for the Al-1.0%Cu and Al-1.5%Cu.
It was hoped that the low pressure, high power environment that was used for
deposition would lead to films with compressive stress. That would indicate that a
compressive-tensile stress transition likely be achievable with increases in deposition
pressure, or decreases in deposition power. This level of control is important for MEMS
process development. Confirmation of the stress transition is shown in section 6.9.2.
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6.5.2 Stress in Al-Cu with Ternary Transition Metal Species
Stress in Al-1.0%Cu as a Function of Transition Metal Addition
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Figure 6.52: Stress as a Function of Transition Metal Alloying

As was discussed for the Al-Cu alloys, increased solute content within the grains
causes an increase in the magnitude of stress. EDX, XRD, and TEM provided little
evidence of significant precipitation of chromium or titanium from the Al-Ti-Cu or AlCr-Cu. The magnitude of stress in these alloys, shown in Fig. 6.52, from this deposition
condition would not be desirable for MEMS applications.

6.6 Nano-Indentation Results
Indents were carried out on all samples to an approximate depth of 10% of the
film thickness, minimizing the effect of the substrate on measured parameters. Poisson’s
ratio was assumed to be that of aluminum, and all reported values are an average of five
separate indentations.
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6.6.1 Elastic Modulus
Elastic Modulus
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Figure 6.53: Elastic Modulus of Deposited Alloy Films

Elastic Modulus as a Function of Copper Content
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Figure 6.54: Elastic Modulus as a Function of Copper Content
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1.4

As was expected, Fig. 6.53 shows there was little or no statistically significant
variation in modulus as a function of alloy content. Elastic modulus is relatively
independent of slight variations in composition

[3]

. The magnitudes of the measured

moduli are greater than primarily due to the assumptions made during calculations;
substrate influence, Poisson’s assumptions, and assumptions of tip shape

[5]

. Fig. 6.54

shows that there was no statistically significant difference in modulus as a function of
copper solute concentration.

6.6.2 Nano-Hardness
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Figure 6.55: Nano-Hardness of Deposited Alloy Films
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Figure 6.56: Nano-Hardness as a Function of Copper Content

Unlike elastic modulus, there are clear trends for hardness of the alloy samples.
Fig. 6.56 shows that there is a clear increasing trend for hardness as a function of copper
content. The magnitude of the hardness is likely affected by the inclusion of 2-4%
oxygen in the films, but this is a consistent factor in all measured films. The solute atoms
provided resistance to dislocation within the aluminum grains. The leveling off of the
hardness trend at higher %Cu values is likely due to the inability to sustain further copper
above the already supersaturated levels; thus additional copper clusters into Cu-rich
regions as shown by the EDX imagery in the prior sections. The Al-Cr-Cu sample,
demonstrating the most significant microstructure refinement relative to the other alloys,
has the highest calculated hardness, shown in Fig. 6.55. The Al-Ti-Cu alloys displayed
elevated hardness levels as well.
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6.7 Resistivity
Resistivity as a Function of Copper Content
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Figure 6.57: Electrical Resistivity as a Function of Copper Content
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Figure 6.58: Change in Al-1.0%Cu Resistivity with Transition Metal Addition
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As predicted by Matthiessen’s rule and Nordheim’s rule, resistivity increases with
copper content, although more gradually at higher copper percentages. This is shown in
Fig. 6.57. This suggests that the defect levels within grains caused by both solute and
deposition induced defects are comparable. Again, the solid solution Al-Ti-Cu and Al-CrCu films contain higher impurity and defect resistivity contributions, leading to resistivity
magnitudes in Fig. 6.58 above the other measured alloys. The pure aluminum thin film
has higher resistivity than literature, mainly attributed to oxygen content in the film.

6.8 Evolution of Material Properties Post-Anneal
The sinter was carried out in a 4” diffusion tube. Wafers did not enter the tube
until at temperature, and were inserted into the furnace tube under nitrogen ambient prior
to the introduction of forming gas.

6.8.1 Resistivity
Resistivity as a Function of Copper Content
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Figure 6.59: Comparison of As-Deposited and Sintered Resistivity of Al-Cu
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1.4

Al-1.0%Cu Resistivity as a Function of Transition Metal Solute
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Figure 6.60: Comparison of As-Deposited and Sintered Resistivity of Three-Component Alloys

The primary effect of a thermal treatment on a metal thin film is to cause grain
growth and the repair of lattice defects. The improved defectivity reduces the resistivity
of the metal according to Mathiessen’s rule [1]. According to Figs. 6.59 and 6.60, all films
tested in this study exhibited a slight decrease in resistivity post-sinter, indicating a slight
increase in crystal quality within the samples. The lower resistivity indicates that defect
density reduction effects dominated the formation of intermetallics, which possess the
electrical characteristics of ceramics, within each film.
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6.8.2 Grain Size
Calculated Grain Size from Line Section of AFM Images
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Figure 6.61: Comparison of As-Deposited and Sintered Grain Size

According to line sectioning of AFM images, the sinter caused modest grain growth in all
films, tabulated in Fig. 6.61. The modest growth in the alloy films can be attributed to
two factors. First, the temperature and time of the sinter, 450C and 30 minutes, were
probably not a large enough thermal load for dramatic film change. Second, the solute
atoms within the grains, combined with the oxygen impurities, in each alloy provided
resistance to dislocation.

6.8.3 XRD Results
The pure Al, Al-1.0%Cu, Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu, and Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu samples were
sent back for additional XRD analysis to observe both the reduction in lattice defects and
the precipitation of intermetallic compounds, shown in Figs. 6.62 – 6.65.
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Figure 6.62: Comparison of As-Deposited and Sintered XRD Results for Pure Aluminum

Figure 6.63: Comparison of As-Deposited and Sintered XRD Results for Al-1.0%Cu
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Figure 6.64: Comparison of As-Deposited and Sintered XRD Results for Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu

Figure 6.65: Comparison of As-Deposited and Sintered XRD Results for Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu
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Figs. 6.62-6.65 contain both pre- and post-sinter XRD scans as well as overlaid
peak locations from PDF’s for aluminum and any detected intermetallics. Intermetallic
compounds were detected within two samples, Al-Ti-Cu and Al-Cr-Cu. A low level peak
for Al3Ti was detected in the Al-Ti-Cu film. A three component intermetallic Al13Cr3Cu4
was detected in the Al-Cr-Cu films. Interestingly, the Al-1.0%Cu film showed no
indications of intermetallic formation. This was not expected based on the EDX results
that showed spatial copper concentration gradients prior to sinter, confirmed via glancing
angle XRD. The combination of thermal load and relatively low copper content were not
sufficient for the detectable formation of aluminum-copper intermetallics. Collected
information from selected aluminum diffraction peaks are summarized in Tables 6.7 and
6.8 below.

Before Sinter

Pure Al

Lattice parameter based on Al (111) (Å)
Net Peak Ht Intensity Al (111) (c/s)
Relative Net Peak Ht Intensity Al (111)
Relative Net Peak Ht Intensity Al (200)
Relative Net Peak Ht Intensity Al (220)
Relative Net Peak Ht Intensity Al (222)
Crystallite Size in Al (111) plane (Å)

4.047
32319
100
0.7
ND
2.4
520

After Sinter

Pure Al

Lattice parameter based on Al (111) (Å)
Net Peak Ht Intensity Al (111) (c/s)
Relative Net Peak Ht Intensity Al (111)
Relative Net Peak Ht Intensity Al (200)
Relative Net Peak Ht Intensity Al (220)
Relative Net Peak Ht Intensity Al (222)
Crystallite Size in Al (111) plane (Å)

4.045
36789
100
0.7
ND
2.9
530

Al1.0%
Cu
4.041
1682
100
7.0
10.2
1.3
380

AlAl2.0%Ti- 2.0%Cr1.0%Cu 1.0%Cu
4.049
4.039
1827
1351
100
100
8.6
7.3
10.0
18.5
2.2
ND
370
290

Table 6.7: XRD Parameters for Selected As-Deposited Films

Al1.0%
Cu
4.041
11089
100
ND
ND
0.7
390

Table 6.8: XRD Parameters for Sintered Films
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AlAl2.0%Ti- 2.0%Cr1.0%Cu 1.0%Cu
4.051
4.041
4474
3204
100
100
1.6
2.2
1.8
3.7
0.4
1.4
390
310

The sintered film shows an increase in the preferred orientation of the sputtered films
along the (111) crystal planes. (111) peak intensities were systematically higher across all
samples, and the ratio of both (200) and (220) peaks to the (111) peak decreased for all
samples as well. Aside from the pure aluminum, Scherrer calculated crystallite sizes
increase slightly. The anomalous performance of the pure aluminum sample is most
likely attributed to further stress release via hillock formation observed post-sinter. All
samples except Al-1.0%Cu show changes in lattice parameter in Table 6.9. The Cr and Ti
alloys increased in lattice constant, indicating lower defectivity and solute content within
grains and corroborated by the detection of intermetallic peaks. The Al-1.0%Cu sample
exhibited neither a change in lattice constant nor the presence of intermetallic
compounds.
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6.8.4 AFM Topography
Pure Aluminum:

A)

B)

Figure 6.66: Sintered AFM Morphology of Pure Aluminum. A) 10 µm Scan. B) 1 µm Scan

After sintering, Fig. 6.66 shows that the already elevated hillock density in pure
aluminum increases further. Note that some smaller, duplicated artifacts in the 10 µm
scan appear to be from tip-imaging, not morphology. They do not have a significant
effect on the measured z-height for the surface.
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Al-0.5%Cu:

A)

B)

Figure 6.67: Sintered AFM Morphology of Al-0.5%Cu. A) 10 µm Scan. B) 1 µm Scan

With only 0.5% copper content, Fig. 6.67 shows that aluminum thin films are extremely
resistant to hillock formation, with limited modification of film surface roughness.
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Al-1.0%Cu:

A)

B)

Figure 6.68: Sintered AFM Morphology of Al-1.0%Cu. A) 10 µm Scan. B) 1 µm Scan

Al-1.5%Cu:

A)
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B)

Figure 6.69: Sintered AFM Morphology of Al-1.5%Cu. A) 10 µm Scan. B) 1 µm Scan

Both Al-1.0%Cu and Al-1.5%Cu exhibited similar results as the 0.5% sample with
comparable surface topography and no hillock formation, shown in Figs. 6.68 and 6.69.

Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu:

A)

B)

Figure 6.70: Sintered AFM Morphology of Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu. A) 10 µm Scan. B) 1 µm Scan
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Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu:

A)

B)

Figure 6.71: Sintered AFM Morphology of Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu. A) 10 µm Scan. B) 1 µm Scan

The titanium and chromium alloys show similar results in Figs. 6.70 and 6.71, no
hillock formation and little morphology. The AFM data supports both the resistivity and
structural information discussed above. The sinter caused modest defect reduction within
the film; lower resistivity, larger grains, and intermetallic formation. The small
magnitude of the changes indicates good film stability for IC processing that is superior
to the response of a pure aluminum film. Particularly, the hillock resistance is extremely
important for films intended for structural MEMS applications. The roughness for each
film is summarized in Fig. 6.72 below:
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RMS Roughness (nm)
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Figure 6.72: Roughness Comparison after Thermal Cycle

All alloy films demonstrated comparable roughness levels to the as-deposited state postsinter in Fig. 6.72. The only film to increase in roughness is the pure aluminum film,
attributable to higher hillock density. Thus, an increased light scattering loss is expected
for the pure aluminum film. Coincidently, the combined material property and
morphology changes observed post-sinter should not be enough to significantly alter the
optical performance of the film system. This will be confirmed by optical results reported
in Chapter 7.
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6.9 Evolution of Al-1.0%Cu Properties with Deposition Pressure
6.9.1 AFM Morphology
A)

B)

C)

D)

Figure 6.73: AFM Morphology of Al-1.0%Cu at Different Sputter Pressures (1 µm Scans). A) 2 mTorr. B)
5 mTorr. C) 8 mTorr. D) 11 mTorr.
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From 2 mTorr to 11 mTorr, little change in film morphology is observed in Fig. 6.73. The
apparent differences between the 2 mTorr sample and the rest of the samples are partly
attributed to its measurement earlier in the study with a slightly thinner native oxide and a
different AFM tip. Roughness is little changed across all samples, summarized below in
Table 6.9.

Pressure
1 um (nm)
2 mTorr
1.29
5 mTorr
0.88
8 mTorr
0.89
11 mTorr
1.04
Table 6.9: Measured Roughness of Al-1.0%Cu as a Function of Deposition Pressure

6.9.2 Evolution of Stress at Different Sputter Pressures
Stress as a Function of Deposition Pressure
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Figure 6.74: Film Stress as a Function of Sputter Pressure
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10.00

11.00

12.00

The expected trend in stress is realized for Al-1.0%Cu in Fig. 6.74. Films deposited at
lower pressures are compressive, with a transition to neutral or slightly tensile between 5
and 8 mTorr. However, the shape of the stress curve in Fig. 6.74 is less straightforward,
particularly the decrease in compressive stress from 5 mTorr to 2 mTorr.

Figure 6.75: Compressive-Tensile Transition Point for
Sputtered Metals [6]

Figure 6.76: General Trend for Stress as a
Function Pressure [6]

Atomic peening, a model proposed to account for compressive stress, is less
effective for aluminum. Atomic peening refers to the densification of a deposited thin
film by impacts from reflected neutral gas atoms in the glow discharge. The sputtering
gas, typically argon, is much larger than aluminum. This forces multiple collisions
between argon and target atoms to generate a reflected neutral, thus reducing atomic
peening

[7]

. Additionally, it has been reported that for aluminum films, lower pressures

lead to a higher substrate temperature resulting from more energetic ions striking the
wafer surface. The increased temperature adds a large tensile thermal expansion
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mismatch stress component to the deposited film

[8]

. In fact, some have reported

aluminum films becoming more tensile as a function of deposition pressure when
deposited at higher power

[8]

. Fig. 6.75 shows the stress transition pressures for various

metals, 2-3 mTorr for aluminum. The more compressive aluminum stress reported in this
study is attributed to the oxygen content in the film, pushing the transition pressure
higher

[9]

. The decrease in stress at 2 mTorr is not well understood, but is common and

repeatable for metals, shown in Fig. 6.76 [6]. It is likely caused by a combination of argon
inclusion in the film, and the substrate heating effect described above.

6.9.3 Resistivity
Al-1.0%Cu Resistivity as a Function of Sputter Pressure
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Figure 6.77: Resistivity as a Function of Sputter Pressure

Resistivity is observed in Fig. 6.77 to be relatively flat as a function of deposition
pressure. The increase in resistivity at low pressure is attributable to increased argon
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inclusion in the film

[1]

. It is not surprising that resistivity did not increase greatly at

higher deposition pressures. This is usually expected, as high pressure films tend to be
tensile and porous in nature

[1]

. However, oxygen inclusion into the films in this study

ensured that strongly, tensile films were not formed in the pressure range tested. It is
important to note that throughout the tested pressure range, the absolute magnitude of
stress in the films is low, below 100 MPa.
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Chapter 7

Reflectivity & Optical Models
The optical performance of the tested alloy systems is the most important
characteristic for their intended optical MEMS application. With poor reflectance, any
mechanical improvement to the film is irrelevant. The goal of this study is to maintain the
bulk optical performance of aluminum while improving both the surface morphology and
mechanical stability of the sputtered film. The following subsections detail the optical
performance in terms of both the bulk and surface response, as well as reporting on the
success of the proposed optical model for each of the investigated films.

7.1 Specular Reflectivity
There were two observed sensitivities in measurement using the Lambda 11
spectrometer. First, the variable-angle reflectance holder had angular alignments marks to
the nearest 5 degrees, thus the sample was re-seated in the holder between each
measurement to ensure that an approximate angle of incidence of 20 degrees was
achieved. Second, the auto zero set point, used to baseline lamp intensity, tended to drift;
measurement-to-measurement and autozero-to-autozero. As a result, it was necessary to
zero the instrument individually for each sample to minimize measurement drift. Finally,
secondary reference standards were used to preserve the NIST reference, and were
calibrated against the NIST standard every few weeks. Common standard deviations for
individual data points at each wavelength were 0.2 to 0.5 degrees depending on the
wavelength of interest.
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7.1.1 Reflectivity as a Function of Copper Content
Reflectivity as a Function of Copper Content
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Figure 7.1: Reflectivity as a Function of Copper Content

There are several characteristics that distinguish the Al-Cu alloy spectra from that
of pure aluminum. The reflectivity of the pure sample is the lowest of the four in Fig. 7.1,
indicating a larger Drude-intraband absorption than the alloy samples. This was expected
as pure aluminum has a more oriented grain structure that has reduced impurity and
defect levels. All three Al-Cu alloys have similar IR reflectance, indicating comparable
intraband absorption and free electron concentrations. The consequences of high surface
roughness are evident for aluminum. The reflectivity does not exceed 90% in the visible,
when the optical constants reported by Palik indicate reflectivity in excess of 92% in the
visible

[1]

. As the wavelengths shrink, the light scattering effects intensify as the surface

morphology is larger in relation to the wavelength of light. Light scattering is present in
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the Al-Cu films, but the magnitude is far reduced. This correlates well with the AFM
results in Chapter 6. Additionally, the characteristic interband transition near 800 nm
appears to be both weaker in amplitude and shifted slightly towards the visible spectrum,
indicating a change in electronic structure caused by copper inclusion in the aluminum
grains. The Al-Cu alloys demonstrate reflectivity spectra that are near identical to one
another, indicative of a saturation limit for copper inclusion within the aluminum grains.
This is supported by the copper-rich regions observed for 1.0% and 1.5%Cu samples via
EDX and TEM. The fact that these regions are primarily near the bottom film interface
minimizes their effect on the optical performance of the film.

7.1.2 Reflectivity of Al-Cu with Cr and Ti Solute
Reflectivity of Al-1.0%Cu as a Function of Cr and Ti Addition
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Figure 7.2: Reflectivity of Al-1.0%Cu as a Function of Titanium and Chromium Addition
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Fig. 7.2 shows that the addition of a third, transition metal, element to the alloy
drastically changes the optical spectrum. The Drude intraband absorption weakens
significantly, suggestive of the larger solute content within the aluminum grains.
Consequently, the ~800 nm interband transition significantly weakens and shifts into the
red portion of the visible spectrum, moving towards 640 and 660nm for titanium and
chromium additions respectively. As with the Al-Cu series, the magnitude of reflectivity
roll-off in the UV due to surface morphology is minimized with respect to the pure
aluminum samples.

7.1.3 Evolution of Reflectivity Post-Anneal
The Effect of a 450C Anneal on Sputtered Aluminum
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Figure 7.3: Reflectivity Comparison of As-Deposited and Annealed Aluminum
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1050

Within the error of the measurement sequence, little change was detected in the
aluminum film post-anneal. There may be a slight increase in light scattering, but cannot
be claimed with certainty from Fig. 7.3.
The Effect of a 450C Anneal on Al-Cu Alloys
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Figure 7.4: Reflectivity Comparison of As-Deposited and Annealed Al-Cu Films

Again, Fig. 7.4 shows no change in film reflectance above measurement variability.
Based on the results shown in Chapter 6, this was to be expected. Neither surface
morphology nor resistivity changed significantly, and there was no observable phase
separation within the film.
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The Effect of a 450C Anneal on Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu and Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu
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Figure 7.5: Reflectivity Comparison of As-Deposited and Annealed Al-Cu Films with Cr and Ti Addition

Based on the XRD results for the annealed Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu and Al-2.0%Ti1.0%Cu in Fig. 7.5, one might expect a shift in the optical performance of the material.
There was measurable phase separation in the films, not seen in any other samples. This
indicates a change in grain composition, suggesting a change in the active absorption
processes in the material. However, this was not the case, reflectivity post-anneal was
identical to the as-deposited film. This suggests that the intermetallic precipitates are
either small in size or concentrated below the characteristic optical penetration depth of
the film. These alloys proved much more resistant to phase separation, and grain than the
Al-Cr and Al-Ti films surveyed by Woltgens et al

[2]

. In those films, an anneal of the

same time an temperature showed clear phase separation, a larger shift in electrical
resistivity, and the interband transition reappearing near 800 nm. The copper content
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appears to have a relatively large resistance to diffusion and further precipitation within
the films.

7.1.4 Evolution of Reflectivity with Sputter Pressure
Al-1.0%Cu Reflectivity as a Function of Sputter Pressure
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Figure 7.6: Al-1.0%Cu Reflectivity as a Function of Sputter Pressure

The reflectivity of Al-Cu was stable over the pressure range employed, shown in
Fig. 7.6. This range was as large as possible without harming the deposition tool. The
argon mass flow controller did not allow reliable pressures below 2 mTorr, and pressures
above 11 mTorr put undue strain on the cryopump. Over this range residual film stress
was small, and the surface morphology did not significantly change. Correspondingly
reflection loss due to scattering did not change. Also, there was minimal change in the
bulk optical response of the material at different process pressures, indicating limited
differences in impurity content within the films.
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7.2 Optical Model Results
Early in the optical modeling process, one fact stood out. Obtaining a good fit to
experimental reflectivity with a Lorentz-Drude film is not difficult as there are a large
number of potential variables. However, obtaining a result that has physical meaning is
much more difficult, requiring the use of reference points to ensure model stability. The
easiest reference points to use are plasma frequency and electrical conductivity. The
NIST reference sample was used to develop a sequence for parameter variation that
would generate a plasma frequency of 12-14 eV and electrical conductivity near that of
pure aluminum while ensuring that the Lorentz oscillators did not overwhelm the
contribution of the surface EMA layer to the model.

7.2.1 Model Fit
Pure aluminum and the Al-Cu series of alloys were modeled using the sequence
described in Chapter 5. The initial EMA porosity was chosen for each sample to mimic
the shape of the reflectance curve in the UV region. The optical output of the Al-Ti-Cu
and Al-Cr-Cu alloys was too dissimilar to that of pure aluminum to use it as a reference.
Consequently, a model was built up one oscillator at a time for these two samples.
Results for all six studied film systems are presented below; Figs. 7.7, 7.9, 7.11, 7.13,
7.15, and 7.17 show the combined bulk-EMA model, and Figs. 7.8, 7.10, 7.12, 7.14, 7.16,
and 7.18 show the bulk contribution only.
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Pure Aluminum:
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Figure 7.7: Model Fit for Pure Aluminum
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Figure 7.8: Bulk-Only Model Fit for Pure Aluminum
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Al-0.5%Cu:
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Figure 7.9: Model Fit for Al-0.5%Cu
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Figure 7.10: Bulk-Only Model Fit for Al-0.5%Cu
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Al-1.0%Cu:
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Figure 7.11: Model Fit for Al-1.0%Cu
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Figure 7.12: Bulk-Only Model Fit for Al-1.0%Cu
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Al-1.5%Cu:
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Figure 7.13: Model Fit for Al-1.5%Cu
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Figure 7.14: Bulk-Only Model Fit for Al-1.5%Cu
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Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu:
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Figure 7.15: Model Fit for Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu
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Figure 7.16: Bulk-Only Model Fit for Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu
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Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu:
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Figure 7.17: Model Fit for Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu
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Figure 7.18: Bulk-Only Model Fit for Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu
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As was stated above, it is readily apparent that the combined Drude-Lorentz-EMA
model can provide an excellent fit to experimental reflectance data. Figs. 7.7, 7.9, 7.11,
7.13, 7.15, and 7.17 show simulated reflectance spectra that are in excellent agreement
with measured values. It was found for the alloy samples, that an initial void fraction of
33% tracked the decline of reflectance in the UV well for initial model iterations. For
pure aluminum, a void fraction of 50% was employed. A Drude-Lorentz EMA model of
aluminum based on Palik’s optical constants provided a reliable starting point for model
fitting of pure Al and Al-Cu, requiring a maximum of four Lorentz oscillators

[1]

. All

Lorentz oscillators were centered at energies surrounding the known reflectance dip near
800 nm. If the oscillators were centered at energies in the UV range, it would be an
indicator that the EMA layer was not successfully accounting for surface scattering. For
the Al-Ti-Cu and Al-Cr-Cu films, pure aluminum was not usable as a starting model.
These models were built based on a single Drude term and a single Lorentz oscillator
manually iterated to approximate the shape of the reflectance profile. Only then was MSE
fitting was approximated. Additional oscillators were added as necessary until a
satisfactory model fit was obtained.
Figs. 7.8, 7.10, 7.12, 7.14, 7.16, and 7.18 show the fit models with no surface
layer. Aluminum thin films characteristically have a flat reflectance response as photon
energy transitions from the visible into the UV until the plasma frequency is reached.
This is not seen experimentally due to surface morphology, but is expected based solely
on bulk optical constants. The bulk spectra extracted for the alloy thin films generally
follow this trend. Fig. 7.8 shows that pure aluminum did not. The aluminum spectra track
the experimental reflectance relatively well through the visible spectrum without the
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surface EMA. This is a result of a large Lorentz oscillator shifting into the UV,
compensating for reflection loss due to light scatter. Thus the model approach is not
sufficient for a rough, pure aluminum thin film. The cause is the extreme magnitude of
the surface roughness. EMA techniques like the Bruggemann assume that the surface
microstructure features are much smaller than the wavelength of light. The hillocks in the
pure aluminum are 50-100 nm in height, violating this rule. A more sophisticated
technique for roughness is approximation is needed, such as the Bergman used by
Woltgens et al. [2].

7.2.2 Drude-Lorentz Parameters
Aluminum
Drude
Lorentz
1
Lorentz
2
Lorentz
3
Lorentz
4

Am
Br
Am
Br
Ei
Am
Br
Ei
Am
Br
Ei
Am
Br
Ei

200.86
0.12267
21.692
0.96764
1.9206
297.91
14.499
3.7239
7.5301
0.24199
1.531
11.25
0.40608
1.6638

AlAlAlAl-2.0%Ti0.5%Cu 1.0%Cu 1.5%Cu
1.0%Cu
167.51
167.3
165.03
180.04
0.12142 0.12056 0.12155
0.44726
14.077
11.35
13.168
78.348
0.64623 0.44456 0.8957
2.0804
1.7075
1.6023
1.8572
1.7749
52.018
50.124
51.949
1.5957
2.1
2.4204
2.3801
0.64967
1.7743
1.6915
1.6702
1.9056
4.7809 0.76978 4.0358
0.27821 0.14921 0.25042
1.5479
1.5098
1.5289
11.787
5.2996
0.92345 0.35649
1.872
1.6609

Al-2.0%Cr1.0%Cu
144.07
0.46151
39.285
2.3103
0.89462
17.537
1.6721
2.148
8.1932
0.78276
1.8167

Table 7.1: Final Drude Lorentz Parameters for Modeled Films

Table 1 contains the final bulk model parameters for each film. As was expected
from the reflectance, the Al-Cu alloys resulted in similar Drude parameters, both in
amplitude and in broadening. The model fit for Al-0.5%Cu was excellent with
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differences between experimental and simulated spectra of less than 0.3% throughout the
measurement range and 0.1% throughout the visible. The Lorentz terms were clustered
between 650 and 800 nm. Al-Ti-Cu and Al-Cr-Cu terms displayed similar fits between
simulated and experimental data. The primary difference in the bulk properties for these
alloys from Al-Cu is in the broadening of the Drude term. Interestingly there appears to
be major variation in the amplitudes of the Drude term for titanium and chromium
addition. This will be discussed in greater detail in the following subsections. Lorentz
oscillator #2 in Table 7.1 is the primary indicator of model failure for this sample. It
contains an oscillator with extremely large amplitude at 3.72 eV, well into the UV
spectrum. This oscillator provides the shape of the model reflectance in the UV,
overwhelming the surface EMA.

7.2.3 EMA Parameters

Material
Aluminum
Al-0.5%Cu
Al-1.0%Cu
Al-1.5%Cu
Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu
Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu

Void Fraction %
29.8
32.6
34.8
35.4
32.3
30

Table 7.2: Final Void Fractions for Bruggeman EMA Layers

The final fit values for EMA porosity are listed in Table 7.2. All of the values
range between 29% and 36% void in composition. In reflectance models for films not
included in this study with a roughness of 4-5 nm, the EMA porosity was still
approximately 30%.
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7.3 Relative Dielectric Function
The bulk Drude-Lorentz models for each film were used to plot the components
of the relative dielectric function versus wavelength. For comparison purposes, the
dielectric function for aluminum was plotted as well. The pure aluminum film deposited
in this study is not presented here due to the aforementioned model breakdown.

7.3.1 Al-Cu Series
Relative Dielectric Function of Sputtered Aluminum as a Function of Copper
Concentration
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Figure 7.19: Relative Dielectric Function of Sputtered Aluminum as a Function of Copper Content

Fig. 7.19 contains both calculated ε1 and ε2 functions for the Al-Cu alloys with Palik’s
optical constants as a reference. The general trend in dielectric function is preserved as
copper content is increased. Note the ε1 peak corresponding to the interband contribution
near 800 nm. This transition is still present in the Al-Cu films, but is reduced in
magnitude, shown in Fig. 7.20 below.
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Drude-Lorentz Absorption of Sputtered Aluminum as a Function of Copper
Concentration
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Figure 7.20: Lorentz Absorption for Al-Cu Alloys

The peak attributed to Lorentz absorption is much sharper in pure aluminum. As
copper is introduced to the aluminum grains, the fundamental band structure of the
material shifts. It both moves and distorts possible absorption mechanisms. The strength
of the electronic transition is both reduced in magnitude and broadened as a function of
photon energy. A change in band structure is also manifest in the Drude intraband
contribution which is responsible for the general increasing trend of dielectric function
with wavelength, seen in the ε1 spectra in Fig. 7.19.
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7.3.2 Al-Ti-Cu & Al-Cr-Cu
Relative Dielectric Function of Sputtered Al-1.0%Cu as a Function of Chromium
and Titanium Inclusion
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Figure 7.21: Relative Dielectric Function of Sputtered Al-Cu as a Function of Titanium and Chromium
Content

Fig. 7.21 indicates the substantial change titanium and copper inclusion impart on
the energy band structure of the solid solution. XRD, TEM, and EDX suggest that the
bulk of the titanium and chromium reside within the solid solution. This has significantly
weakened the effect of the 800 nm interband transition. The interband transition has a
weaker magnitude and is more of a factor throughout the visible range. The general shape
of both the polarization and absorption differ from that of Al-Cu as well, explained by the
large increase in damping frequency shown in Table 7.1. The variation in Drude
amplitude between the titanium and chromium films indicates a difference in lattice
distortion within the grains, further supported by the large shift in the lattice parameter of
Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu with respect to pure aluminum.
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7.3.3 Plasma Frequency
The amplitude of the Drude term in the final optical models is related to the
plasma frequency of the film. The amplitude reported by WVASE32 is in units of eV2,
thus the plasma frequency, in units of eV, is the square root of the amplitude. The
calculated results for the characterized films are shown below in Table 7.3.

Material
Aluminum
Al-0.5%Cu
Al-1.0%Cu
Al-1.5%Cu
Al-2.0%Ti-1.0%Cu
Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu

Plasma Frequency (eV)
14.17
12.94
12.93
12.85
13.42
12

Plasma Frequency (Hz)
3.427E+15
3.129E+15
3.127E+15
3.106E+15
3.244E+15
2.902E+15

Table 7.3: Extracted Plasma Frequencies for Modeled Alloys

The plasma frequency extracted from the Drude amplitude is a good reference
point to determine the validity of your optical modeling result. The plasma frequencies
reported for aluminum in Chapter 3 predominantly ranged from 12 eV to 13.5 eV. The
extracted results for the alloys studied here within this range. The value extracted for
aluminum is high, and is somewhat suspect for the reasons described earlier. As might be
expected, the alloy that consistently demonstrated the greatest change in optical,
electrical, and mechanical properties, Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu, had the largest difference in
plasma frequency from the expected value.

7.3.4 Free Electron Density
Using the plasma and damping frequencies obtained from the Lorentz-Drude
model layers, free electron density in e-/atom was calculated. Results are shown in Fig.
7.22 below:
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Calculated Effective Electron Concentrations
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Figure 7.22: Calculated Effective Electron Concentration

Eq. 3.23 contains both the optical mass and the effective free electron concentration.
These two parameters cannot be obtained independent of one another. Both serve as
estimates of free-electron intraband strength. To obtain effective electron concentration,
the optical mass was fixed at the effective electron mass. To express electron
concentrations on a per electron basis, the electron concentration was divided by the
number density of the alloy assuming the density of pure aluminum. The electron
concentrations for the Al-Cu films in Fig. 7.22 are roughly 2 electrons/atom, and decrease
slightly as a function of copper content. This is in agreement with the historical values for
aluminum expressed in Chapter 3. Thus the effective free electron component of Al-Cu
alloys is roughly 1 e-/atom less than the assumed 3 e-/atom based on aluminum’s valence.
The Al-Ti-Cu sample, possessing a larger free electron concentration, was characterized
by a superior free electron concentration. This is possibly explained by improved
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crystallite quality, suggested by limited lattice parameter variation within the Al-Ti-Cu
sample, relative to the Al-Cu films. As was then expected, the Al-Cr-Cu sample was
characterized by a reduced free electron concentration, 1.87.

7.3.5 Comparison of Drude and Measured Resistivity
Using both calculated plasma and damping frequencies, the resistivity of each
sample was generated. The results are shown below in Fig. 7.23.
Comparison of Drude Optical and Electrical Resistivity as a Function of Copper
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Figure 7.23: Comparison of Optical and Electrical Resistivities for Al-Cu Alloys

Excellent agreement was obtained between the two resistivity calculations, within
1 Ω-cm for each sample. The fit between optical and electrical resistivity appears to
worsen with increased copper content. The optical resistivity is essentially obtained from
a film thickness of a few multiples of the penetration depth, much less than the thickness
of the deposited films. As a result, it likely does not include significant contributions
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from the copper rich areas observed within the sample. The electrical resistivity does.
The variation in copper content increases the overall electrical resistivity as any region
containing a larger percentage of copper within these films will be less conductive than
the aluminum grains.
Comparison of Drude Optical and Electrical Resistivity of Al-Cu with Transition
Metal Doping
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Figure 7.24: Comparison of Optical and Electrical Resistivities for Al-Cu with Transition Metal Doping

As with the Al-Cu series, Fig. 7.24 shows that excellent agreement was obtained
between electrical and optical measurements. On a percentage basis, the fit for Al-Ti-Cu
and Al-Cr-Cu was closer than those of the Al-Cu series.

7.4 Bulk Reflectivity of Aluminum Alloys
One of the advantages to this method of optical parameter extraction is that it
allows for the comparison of bulk film properties without the influence of surface
morphology. The bulk specular reflectance of the Al-Cu thin films is shown in Fig. 7.25.
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Bulk Reflectivity of Sputtered Al-Cu Thin Films
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Figure 7.25: Bulk Reflectivity of Sputtered Al-Cu thin films

Fig. 7.25 clearly shows the effect of Al-Cu on the bulk reflectivity of aluminum. Again
the bulk aluminum dispersion is taken from Palik [1]. The reflectivity in Al-Cu drops to a
similar magnitude for all films, but is starting from a lower intraband reflectivity base in
pure aluminum. There is also a clear, ~10 nm shift in the location of the absorption band.
Intraband reflectivity decreases slightly with increasing copper content as well as a
similar decrease in visible and UV reflectance.
Results for the remaining alloys are shown below in Fig. 7.26.
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Bulk Reflectivity of Sputtered Al-Cu With Cr and Ti Doping
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Figure 7.26: Bulk Reflectivity of Sputtered Al-Cu Thin Films with Cr and Ti Doping

The IR reflectivity is greatly reduced with Ti and Cr addition, with the Al2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu showing the largest change in reflectivity in both the visible and IR
spectrum. The effect of the interband transition is both weakened and shifted into the red
portion of the visible spectrum for both films.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions
The results of this study both provide confirmation of prior art on the effect of
alloying on sputtered aluminum thin films and provide new insight into Al-Cu film
systems. The microstructure of sputtered aluminum was refined with extremely small
solute additions, as little as 0.5%Cu. This resulted in films with smaller grains and lesspronounced surface morphology. The improvement in surface structure saturated with a
small percentage copper inclusion, with increased copper content providing little further
improvement. The addition of titanium and chromium caused further morphology
refinement, with Al-2.0%Cr-1.0%Cu exhibiting the largest magnitude change relative to
pure aluminum. TEM revealed that all deposited alloys had a fibrous or columnar
microstructure with distinct variations between the different alloy compositions. EDX
showed that for Al-Cu films with greater than 0.5%Cu content, spatial non-homogeneity
was detected. These copper-rich regions were not detected within Al-1.0%Cu films with
additional titanium or chromium content.
XRD analysis confirmed the (111) preferred orientation of sputtered aluminum
thin films. As copper content was increased, peaks became smaller and less defined as the
increased impurity content increased defectivity within the aluminum grains. The
presence of intermetallic compounds in Al-1.0%Cu was also confirmed. The Al-Cr-Cu
film, with chromium having the largest difference in lattice parameter from pure
aluminum, showed the largest reduction in peak height and change in lattice parameter.
Titanium, with a smaller lattice mismatch than copper or chromium, showed less of a
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change in both lattice parameter and peak height reduction. No intermetallic phases were
detected in all of the deposited thin films via conventional XRD, but intermetallics were
detected in Al-1.0%Cu via glancing angle XRD. Auger revealed a 2-4% oxygen impurity
within each film, expected a given the base pressure capability of the deposition tool.
Residual stress in the deposited films was slightly compressive, with the
magnitude of the compressive stress increasing both with increased copper content and
with titanium and chromium addition. By increasing the deposition pressure, residual
film stress went from compressive to slightly tensile. The absolute magnitude for all
measured residual stress values was below 200 MPa. Residual stress was not able to be
reliably measured for pure aluminum. Upon exiting the deposition chamber, stress was
released by hillock formation. Mechanically, nano-indentation results indicated that there
was little change in the elastic modulus of the films with increased alloy content.
However, hardness demonstrated a clear increasing trend as a function of copper content
with the titanium and chromium containing alloys possessing even higher hardness
values. The measured resistivity of the films increased with copper content as well, with
titanium and chromium addition causing a dramatic resistivity increase.
The pure aluminum film had the highest reflectivity in the IR of all measured
films, but was greatly reduced by non-specular light scatted caused by film morphology.
The specular reflectivity of Al-Cu was relatively unchanged as a function of copper
content over the tested range. This was most likely due to similar impurity content in
aluminum grains near the top surface of the film. Higher copper concentrations caused
precipitates, but were mostly nucleated near the bottom surface of the thin films far
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below the penetration depth of EM waves in aluminum films. Al-Cu films had reduced
surface roughness, thus limited light scatter. Al-Ti-Cu and Al-Cr-Cu exhibited a marked
shift in inter and intra-band bulk reflectance, with reduced overall reflectance and a large
reduction in interband absorption, again with limited light scatter.
All films were annealed at 450C for 30 minutes. The surface morphology for all
alloy films did not significantly change with little change in surface roughness and
modest grain growth. XRD detected the presence of intermetallics in Al-Ti-Cu and AlCr-Cu, but not in Al-Cu, indicating that 1% copper solute was not enough for large
intermetallic precipitates. (111) peak heights were much stronger in intensity, indicating
heat-induced defectivity reduction. This was further supported by the recovery of lattice
parameter in Al-Ti-Cu and Al-Cr-Cu towards the lattice parameter of pure aluminum.
Slight decreases in electrical resistivity for all films were measured as well. Little change
was observed in the specular reflectivity of the films.
Dielectric function models combining Drude-Lorentz treatment of bulk material
absorption processes with surface EMA layers to describe the bulk generation of optical
reflectivity and the surface’s role in modulating the specular nature of the resulting
reflection. Al-Cu alloys had a similar dielectric function to that of pure aluminum, but
with lower free electron conductivity and reduced magnitude interband absorption near
800 nm. The Drude free electron concentration was a weak function of copper content at
these low solute levels. Effective free electron concentration was extracted to be
approximately 2.4 electrons/atom. Titanium and chromium additions caused more
substantial reduction in intra- and interband transition absorption processes, resulting in a
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significant reduction in reflectance with effective free electron concentrations near 2.0
electrons/atom.
This project yielded valuable insight into both material properties and optical
performance of sputtered thin films for reflective applications. Al-Cu alloys, particularly
containing less than 1.0% at. Cu content, maintain the optical performance of pure
aluminum thin films while improving mechanical hardness, hillock density, and surface
morphology. This was all done while maintaining a residual stress level that is acceptable
to freestanding MEMS applications. Perhaps more importantly, a realistic model for the
dielectric function that accounts for surface scatter was developed. There are many
excellent design software packages for the simulation of complex optical systems, but
any optical model is only as good as the material properties that provide the foundation of
optical performance. The dielectric function model approach employed here allows for
fast and reasonably accurate estimation of the performance of metallic thin films based
on physical phenomena occurring within the films.
The results of this work clearly show that the optical response of metals involves
contributions from surface morphology and both intrinsic and extrinsic microstructure.
Essentially, a sputtered film’s optical response is generated by the bulk properties of the
film, but is modulated by the surface morphology in terms of light scatter and surface
oxide formation. Bulk material response is in turn a function of intrinsic and extrinsic
film microstructure with both grain composition and grain distribution factoring into the
resulting bulk optical conductivity of the film. Thus sputter target composition and
process parameters are of vital importance in determining the optical performance of thin
metallic films.
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